Notice of a Regular Meeting of the Board of Directors
August 26, 2021
4:00 PM
Learning for Life is a California Nonprofit Corporation
This meeting will be by teleconference pursuant to Executive Orders N-25-20 and N-29-20.
The Board of Directors (“Board”) and employees of the Learning for Life Charter School shall
meet via the Zoom meeting platform. Members of the public who wish to access this Board
meeting may do so at:
Zoom URL: https://zoom.us/j/92794613751?pwd=akF6a1hsak5zam0vSURXYmllbXlWUT09
Passcode: LFLCS@3180
You may also call in using this Zoom phone number and Webinar ID:
Dial-In Phone Number: (669) 900-6833
Webinar ID: 927 9461 3751 Passcode: 8267117810
Members of the public who wish to comment during the Board meeting may use the “raise hand”
tool on the Zoom platform. Members of the public calling in will be given the opportunity to
address the Board during the meeting. Members of the public may also send their comments in
writing to publiccomment@lflcs.org prior to the meeting or prior to the discussion of the Agenda
item during the meeting – comments received after that point in the meeting will not become part
of the record. In your email, please include whether you are commenting on non-agenda items or
a specific agenda item (reference the agenda item number). Comments submitted by email will
be read aloud during the Board meeting.
Individual comments will be limited to three (3) minutes. If an interpreter is needed for
comments, they will be translated into English and the time limit shall be six (6) minutes. The
Board may limit the total time for public comment to a reasonable time. The Board reserves the
right to mute or remove a participant from the meeting if the participant unreasonably disrupts
the Board meeting.
Access to Board Materials: A copy of the written materials which will be submitted to the Board
may be reviewed by any interested persons on Learning for Life Charter School’s website along
with this agenda following the posting of the agenda at least 72 hours in advance of this meeting.
Disability Access: Requests for disability-related modifications or accommodations to participate
in this public meeting should be made 24 hours prior to the meeting by calling (415) 985-1295.
All efforts will be made for reasonable accommodations. The agenda and public documents can
be modified upon request as required by Section 202 of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
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Regular Meeting of the Board of Directors
August 26, 2021
4:00 PM
AGENDA
I.
II.

Roll Call & Establishment of Quorum
Public Comment on Non-Agenda Items: This is an opportunity for members
of the public to address the Board on items not included on the agenda. Board
members are limited in their response pursuant to the Brown Act requirements.

III.

Approval of Board Meeting Minutes from July 29, 2021

IV.

Financial Report
a. Board Report
b. Budget Update

V.

VI.
VII.

VIII.

IX.
X.
XI.
XII.

Ratification or Pre-Approval of Contracts for Goods and Services
Greater than $3,500
Review and Approval of the 2020-21 Unaudited Actuals
Review and Approval of Contract with McColgan & Associates for Special
Education Related Services
Approval of Resolution Certifying the Rigor and Educational Quality of
LFLCS’s Courses
Approval of BP 6153 School-Sponsored Trips
Administrator Report
Plan for Future In-Person Board Meetings
Strategic Planning Approach

XIII.

Closed Session: Executive Director Succession Plan, Review of New and
Amended Employee Contracts

XIV.

Report to Public on Closed Session

XV.
XVI.

Ratification of New and Amended Employee Contracts
Adjournment
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III.
MINUTES FOR REGULAR ONLINE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
LEARNING FOR LIFE CHARTER SCHOOL
July 29, 2021

I.

Roll Call & Establishment of Quorum
The meeting was called to order at 4:00 p.m. Greg Baker, Alfrieda Wilkins, and
Sam Harrison were present; Bruce White and Sharon Cavanagh were joining
later.

II.

Communications From the Floor
There were none.

III.

Approval of Minutes of June 24, 2021
Sam Harrison motioned to approve. Greg Baker seconded. Motion passed
unanimously, with aye votes from Alfrieda, Sam and Greg.

IV.

Financial Report
We reviewed the CSMC-provided Board Reports and The Budget Update. All is
well.

V.

Ratification or Pre-Approval of Contracts Services Greater than $3,500
There were none.

VI. Approval of Resolution Regarding the 2021-22 Education Protection Account
Ken walked us through the resolution. Alfrieda Wilkins moved for approval. Sam
Harrison seconded. It passed unanimously.
VII. Review and Approval of 2020-21 Consolidated Application for Title Funding
Ken went over main points of the application. The Board unanimously
approved it in a motion made by Alfrieda Wilkins and seconded by Sam
Harrison.
VIII. Approval of the 2020-21 Workday Schedule
We reviewed the proposed schedule. Sam Harrison made the motion to approve.
Alfrieda Wilkins seconded. The motion passed unanimously.
IX.

Approval of the 2020-21 Board Meeting Schedule
We reviewed the proposed schedule and unanimously approved it in a motion
made by Alfrieda Wilkins and seconded by Sam Harrison. Bruce White joined the
meeting at 4:50p.m.

X.

Administrator Report
Ken reported current enrolment of 131 students to start school on August 4. They
had received a few calls this day. We have a waiting list of 7 or 8 non high-risk
students wanting a placement. As soon as the numbers work out, they will be
added. Staff is on campus, coming in a day early to work through implications of
3

the new law AB130. There are currently 13 on staff. School is going to look a lot
like summer school did with a few students coming in together at different times.
Each teacher has a pod outside their office and every other week will be having
in person classes with students. Sessions will be between 10 and 12 on T/W/TH
or between 2 and 4 on those days. That leaves MO and FR for meetings and
compliance. Space has been rearranged.
XI. Public Hearing Regarding Independent Study
Ken walked us through the implementation and creative solutions the staff has
come up with to fulfill the goals. The goal is to maximize opportunity for study, the
plan is to allow 20 days to complete assignments, and to question whether
independent study is the right setting if a student misses 3 days of work.
XII. Discussion and Approval of BP and AR6158.1 Independent Study for 2021-22
and Subsequent School Years
Sharon Cavanagh joined the meeting at 5:05 p.m. Sam moved approval for the
Board Policy and the Administrative Regulation for our Independent Study. Alfrieda
Wilkins seconded. The motion passed unanimously.
XIII. Review and Approval of LFLCS’s COVID-19 Safe Return to In-Person
Interaction and Continuity of Service Plan
The Plan was constructed based on guidelines of California Department of Public
Heath and CA OSHA. It will be updated every 6 months. The motion to approve
was made by Sam Harrison and seconded by Bruce White. It passed with Aye
votes from Greg, Alfrieda, Bruce and Sam. Sharon abstained.
XIV. Updates and Discussion Regarding US House of Representative FY2022
House Labor-HHS- Education Appropriation Bill
This bill was targeting for profit charters. The Board authorized Ken to take steps
to oppose this and share that opposition with the community at large.
XV. Strategic Planning Approach
Greg Baker walked through his stimulating questions to help focus our
conversation on the direction our Strategic Planning might take. Greg will build
out the day-long strategic planning agenda and present it at the next meeting.
XVI. Closed Session: Executive Director Succession Planning, Staff Update,
Review of New and Amended Employee Contracts
XVII. Report to Public on Closed Session
The Board held a good discussion.
XVIII. Ratification of New and Amended Employee Contracts.
The contracts were approved in a motion made by Sam Harrison and seconded
by Sharon Cavanagh, and passed unanimously. Ken’s contract will come back
before the Board for adding some bonus language.
Adjournment at 6:11 p.m.

Submitted respectfully by Alfrieda Wilkins
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IVa

Learning For Life

Board Report
July 2020 - May 2021

Financial Snapshot
Book Balance:

$262,903
Revenue To Date

Expense To Date

$2,000,000.00

$2,000,000.00

$1,500,000.00

$1,500,000.00

Actual

$1,000,000.00

Budget

$500,000.00

$500,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

Revenue Summary

Actual

$1,000,000.00

Budget

Expense Summary

Actual

$1,282,481

Actual

$1,643,350

Budget

$1,511,075

Budget

$1,649,470

Actual to Budget

-15 %

Actual to Budget

0%

Report run at 8/22/2021 11:48:45 AM
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Expense Budget
Expense

$100K
C
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Board Report
Learning For Life

July 2020 - May 2021

YTD Actual to Budget Summary
Segment Name

Filter Applied

Object

All

Restriction

All

Location

All

Lcp

All

Goal

All

Function

All

Fund

All
July - May

Account Description
LCFF
Federal Revenue

Actual

Budget

2020 - 2021

Variance $

Variance %

$1,024,353

$1,320,717

($296,364)

Total Budget

Remaining Budget

-22.4 %

$1,471,799

$447,446

$110,241

$83,264

$26,977

32.4 %

$256,959

$146,718

Other State Revenue

$97,352

$36,887

$60,465

163.9 %

$46,366

($50,986)

Local Revenue

$50,534

$70,207

($19,673)

-28.0 %

$82,919

$32,385

Total Revenue

$1,282,481

$1,511,075

($228,594)

-15.1 %

$1,858,043

$575,562

Certificated Salaries

$758,609

$711,361

($47,248)

-6.6 %

$775,363

$16,754

Classified Salaries

$201,831

$213,414

$11,583

5.4 %

$238,355

$36,524

Employee Benefits

$301,528

$277,130

($24,399)

-8.8 %

$300,136

($1,392)

$1,261,968

$1,201,904

($60,064)

-5.0 %

$1,313,854

$51,886

Books and Supplies

$101,920

$141,255

$39,335

27.8 %

$151,412

$49,492

Services & Other Operating Expenses

$279,462

$305,345

$25,883

8.5 %

$337,343

$57,881

-

$967

$967

100.0 %

$967

$967

Total Personnel Expenses

Capital Outlay
Other Outgo

-

-

-

0.0 %

-

-

$381,382

$447,566

$66,184

14.8 %

$489,722

$108,340

Total Expenses

$1,643,350

$1,649,470

$6,121

0.4 %

$1,803,576

$160,226

Net Income

($360,869)

($138,396)

($222,473)

-160.8 %

$54,467

$415,336

Total Operational Expenses

Report run at 8/22/2021 11:48:45 AM
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Board Report
Learning For Life

July 2020 - May 2021

Balance Sheet Summary
Segment Name

Filter Applied

Object

All

Restriction

All

Location

All

Lcp

All

Goal

All

Function

All

Fund

All

Liquidity Ratio

1.1

Assets
Current Assets
Cash

$262,903

Accounts Receivables

$89,316

Prepaid Expenses

$10,000

Total Current Assets

$362,220

Fixed Assets
Buildings and Improvements

$4,653

Computer Equipment

$76,135

Furniture and Fixtures

$14,524

Transportation Equipment

$34,309

Accumulated Depreciation

($91,145)

Total Fixed Assets

Report run at 8/22/2021 11:48:45 AM

$38,476
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Board Report
Learning For Life

July 2020 - May 2021

Other Assets
Security Deposits

$8,613

Total Other Assets

$8,613

Total Assets

$409,308

Liabilities and Net Assets
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Accrued Salaries, Payroll Taxes, Postemployment Benefits
Deposits held on behalf of other employees

$116,008
$7,037
$51,510

Deferred Revenue

$150,161

Total Current Liabilities

$324,717

Total Liabilities

$324,717

Net Assets
Unrestricted Net Assets
Profit/Loss YTD
Total Net Assets

Total Liabilities and Net Assets

Report run at 8/22/2021 11:48:45 AM

$445,461
($360,869)
$84,592

$409,308
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Board Report
Learning For Life

July 2020 - May 2021

Monthly Book Balance Over Time
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Cash - Actual

Projected Cash - Current Fiscal Year

Actual or Projected

Cash Amount

Actual or Projected

July 2019

$199,141.04

Actual

July 2020

$365,711.28

Actual

August 2019

$134,282.08

Actual

August 2020

$296,814.15

Actual

September 2019

$112,519.39

Actual

September 2020

$375,423.27

Actual

October 2019

$222,893.02

Actual

October 2020

$340,165.89

Actual

November 2019

$222,449.96

Actual

November 2020

$361,487.35

Actual

December 2019

$162,360.48

Actual

December 2020

$328,474.24

Actual

January 2020

$215,739.26

Actual

January 2021

$339,201.76

Actual

February 2020

$191,812.45

Actual

February 2021

$303,749.79

Actual

March 2020

$317,395.26

Actual

March 2021

$385,496.67

Actual

April 2020

$240,632.60

Actual

April 2021

$261,880.47

Actual

May 2020

$207,216.65

Actual

May 2021

$262,903.22

Actual

June 2020

$193,489.51

Actual

June 2021

$446,784.00

Projected

Report run at 8/22/2021 11:48:45 AM
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Board Report
Learning For Life

July 2020 - May 2021

Financial Health Report
Financial Ratio

Formula

Current Ratio (Liquidity)

(Current Assets) / (Current Liabilities)

Current

Target

Cash Ratio

(Cash) / (Current Liabilities)

Defensive Interval

(Cash + Securities + AR) / (Average Expenses past 12 months)

Debt Ratio

(Total Liabilties) / (Total Assets)

79.33 %

< 33.00%

Asset Ratio

(Current Assets) / (Total Assets)

88.50 %

> 80.00%

Cash on Hand

(Cash)

Days Cash on Hand

(Cash) / ((Average Expenses past 12 months) / (30.4))

Cash Reserve Ratio

(Cash) / (Budgeted Annual Expenses)

Savings Indicator

((Last Closed Revenue) - (Last Closed Expenses)) / (Last Closed Expenses)

-0.10

> 0.01

YTD Savings Indicator

((YTD Closed Revenue) - (YTD Closed Expenses)) / (YTD Closed Expenses)

-0.22

> 0.01

Financial Ratio

Description

Current Ratio (Liquidity)

Ability to pay short-term obligations

Cash Ratio

Ability to meet short-term obligations with cash

Defensive Interval

Possible months of continued operations if no additional funds received

Debt Ratio

Proportion of debt relative to total assets

Asset Ratio

Proportion of liquid assets relative to total assets

Cash on Hand

Assets immediately convertible to cash for purchase of goods and services

Days Cash on Hand

Possible days of continued operations using current cash

Cash Reserve Ratio

Ratio of cash to annual expenses expressed as a percentage

Savings Indicator

Last closed period's increase or decrease in the organization's net assets as a percentage of expenses

YTD Savings Indicator

Year to date closed increase or decrease in the organization's net assets as a percentage of expenses

1.12
80.96 %
2.45

$262,903.22
55.64
14.58 %

> 1.00
> 90.00%
> 2 months

>= $180,000.00
> 90
> 10.00%

Input Values as of 5/31/2021

Report run at 8/22/2021 11:48:45 AM
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Board Report
Learning For Life

July 2020 - May 2021
Cash
Securities
AR

$89,316.29

Current Assets

$362,219.51

Total Assets

$409,308.38

Current Liabilities

$324,716.56

Total Liabilities

$324,716.56

Last Closed Revenue

$126,432.87

Last Closed Expenses

$139,821.13

Budgeted Annual Expenses

Report run at 8/22/2021 11:48:45 AM

$262,903.22

$1,803,575.97

Average Expenses past 12 months

$143,654.20

Average monthly payroll expenses

$114,724.34

YTD Closed Revenue

$1,282,480.74

YTD Closed Expenses

$1,643,349.80
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IVb

Learning for Life Charter School
2021-22 Budget Updates
August 26, 2021
Revenues
CSI Grant increased from $156,120 to $177,547
Title V allocation increased from $29,551 to $ $32,015

+$21,427
+ $2,464
+$23,891

Expenses
Salaries of Part-time Tutors and School-Community Liaison iIncreased from
$15.00 to $17.50 per hour
+$20,787
Benefits declined
- $11,681
Error correction: Certificated Stipends underreported
+$7,500
EOY Surplus
EOY Surplus increased from $102,630 (4.4%) to $108,266 (4.6%)
Note:
CUrrent budget does not include the following carryover from 20-21:
CSI Grant (19-20)
$45,525
ESSR-II
$22,493
ELO
$23,193
$91,211

13

Budget Summary

Learning for Life Charter School
Budget Summary
Five Year Budget, 2019-20 to 2023-24

ADA

SACSCode Description
Revenue

9

State
Federal
Local
Total Revenue

$

139.7

150.36

165.12

180.40

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

1,661,948

1,882,309

2,042,526

2,294,806

279,452

545,595

89,796

92,059

7,989

8,930

10,042

11,215

1,949,389

$

2,436,834

$

2,142,364

$

2,398,080

Expenses
1000 Certificated Salaries

786,462

816,707

913,291

986,920

2000 Classified Salaries

238,355

356,425

268,697

366,219

3000 Benefits

300,136

343,096

412,821

466,401

4000 Books and Supplies

127,337

347,868

71,541

75,066

5000 Services and Other Operating Expenses

336,019

458,755

436,378

464,319

36,706

5,718

9,468

10,575

6000 Capital Outlay
7000 Other Outgoing
Total Expenses
Surplus / (Deficit)
As a % of Expenses

$
$

Beginning Balance
Cash + Net AR/AP
Ending Balance
As a % of expenses

$

1,825,015

$

2,328,568

$

2,112,196

$

2,369,500

124,374 $
6.8%

108,266 $
4.6%

445,461

569,834

678,100

708,268

569,834 $
31%

678,100 $
29%

708,268 $
34%

736,848
31%

Page 1

30,168 $
1.4%

28,580
1.2%
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CHARTER SCHOOL UNAUDITED ACTUALS
FINANCIAL REPORT -- ALTERNATIVE FORM
July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021

CHARTER SCHOOL CERTIFICATION
Charter School Name:
CDS #:
Charter Approving Entity:
County:
Charter #:

Learning For Life
27660922730240
Monterey Peninsula Unified School District
Monterey Peninsula Unified School District
0362

NOTE: An Alternative Form submitted to the California Department of Education will not be considered a valid
submission if the following information is missing:
For information regarding this report, please contact:
For County Fiscal Contact:

For Approving Entity:

For Charter School:

Phillip David

Ryan Altemeyer

Kenneth Lawrence-Emanuel

Name

Name

Name

Business Systems Support Coordinator

Assiciate Superintendent

Executive Director

Title

Title

Title

831-755-6419 x 0326

831-645-1279

831-582-9820

Telephone

Telephone

Telephone

pdavis@monterycoe.org

raltemeyer@mpusd.k12.ca.us

kenneth@learningforlifeschool.com

Email address

Email address

Email address

To the entity that approved the charter school:
( X )

2020-21 CHARTER SCHOOL UNAUDITED ACTUALS FINANCIAL REPORT -- ALTERNATIVE FORM: This report

has been approved, and is hereby filed by the charter school pursuant to Education Code Section 42100(b).
Signed:

Date:
Charter School Official
(Original signature required)

Printed
Name: Ryan Altemeyer

Title: Associate Superinte

To the County Superintendent of Schools:
( X )

2020-21 CHARTER SCHOOL UNAUDITED ACTUALS FINANCIAL REPORT -- ALTERNATIVE FORM: This report
is hereby filed with the County Superintendent pursuant to Education Code Section 42100(a).
Signed:

Date:
Authorized Representative of
Charter Approving Entity
(Original signature required)

Printed
Name: Kenneth Lawrence-Emanuel

Title: Executive Director

To the Superintendent of Public Instruction:
( X )

2020-21 CHARTER SCHOOL UNAUDITED ACTUALS FINANCIAL REPORT -- ALTERNATIVE FORM: This report has been
verified for mathematical accuracy by the County Superintendent of Schools pursuant to Education Code Section 42100(a).
Signed:

Date:
County Superintendent/Designee
(Original signature required)

California Department of Education
Charter School Financial Report
Certification Form (Revised 03/15/21) vs 4.6

Page 1 of 7
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8/24/2021 10:48 AM

CHARTER SCHOOL UNAUDITED ACTUALS
FINANCIAL REPORT -- ALTERNATIVE FORM
July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021
Charter School Name: Learning For Life
CDS #: 27660922730240
Charter Approving Entity: Monterey Peninsula Unified School District
County: Monterey Peninsula Unified School District
Charter #: 0362
This charter school uses the following basis of accounting:
(Please enter an "X" in the applicable box below; check only one box)
X Accrual Basis (Applicable Capital Assets/Interest on Long-Term Debt/Long-Term Liabilities/Net Position objects are 6900, 7438,
9400-9489, 9660-9669, 9796, and 9797)
Modified Accrual Basis (Applicable Capital Outlay/Debt Service/Fund Balance objects are 6100-6170, 6200-6500, 7438, 7439,
and 9711-9789)
Description
A. REVENUES
1. LCFF Sources
State Aid - Current Year
Education Protection Account State Aid - Current Year
State Aid - Prior Years
Transfers to Charter Schools in Lieu of Property Taxes
Other LCFF Transfers
Total, LCFF Sources
2. Federal Revenues (see NOTE in Section L)
No Child Left Behind/Every Student Succeeds Act
Special Education - Federal
Child Nutrition - Federal
Donated Food Commodities
Other Federal Revenues
Total, Federal Revenues

Object Code

8011
8012
8019
8096
8091, 8097

8290
8181, 8182
8220
8221
8110, 8260-8299

30,444.58
30,444.58

88,742.00
89,809.58
178,551.58

88,742.00
120,254.16
208,996.16

1,963.43
1,963.43

0.00
0.00

1,963.43
1,963.43

1,474,608.01

367,485.58

1,842,093.59

1100
1200
1300
1900

390,166.50
89,582.55
120,691.06
0.00
600,440.11

108,923.01
66,046.61
0.00
0.00
174,969.62

499,089.51
155,629.16
120,691.06
0.00
775,409.73

2100
2200
2300
2400
2900

131,146.88
48,479.86
0.00
34,190.00
0.00
213,816.74

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

131,146.88
48,479.86
0.00
34,190.00
0.00
213,816.74

LocalRevAO

5. TOTAL REVENUES

Page 2 of 7

0.00
0.00

603,413.00
239,186.00
(14,539.00)
614,140.00
0.00
1,442,200.00

0.00
0.00

4. Other Local Revenues
All Other Local Revenues
Total, Local Revenues

California Department of Education
Charter School Financial Report
Certification Form (Revised 03/15/20)

Total

65,321.00
17,212.00
0.00
0.00
106,401.00
188,934.00

StateRevSE
StateRevAO

2. Noncertificated Salaries
Noncertificated Instructional Salaries
Noncertificated Support Salaries
Noncertificated Supervisors' and Administrators' Salaries
Clerical, Technical and Office Salaries
Other Noncertificated Salaries
Total, Noncertificated Salaries

603,413.00
239,186.00
(14,539.00)
614,140.00
0.00
1,442,200.00

Restricted

65,321.00
17,212.00
0.00
0.00
106,401.00
188,934.00

3. Other State Revenues
Special Education - State
All Other State Revenues
Total, Other State Revenues

B. EXPENDITURES (see NOTE in Section L)
1. Certificated Salaries
Certificated Teachers' Salaries
Certificated Pupil Support Salaries
Certificated Supervisors' and Administrators' Salaries
Other Certificated Salaries
Total, Certificated Salaries

Unrestricted
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Description
3. Employee Benefits
STRS
PERS
OASDI / Medicare / Alternative
Health and Welfare Benefits
Unemployment Insurance
Workers' Compensation Insurance
OPEB, Allocated
OPEB, Active Employees
Other Employee Benefits
Total, Employee Benefits

Charter School Name: Learning For Life
CDS #: 27660922730240
Object Code

6. Capital Outlay
(Objects 6100-6170, 6200-6500 modified accrual basis only)
Land and Land Improvements
Buildings and Improvements of Buildings
Books and Media for New School Libraries or Major
Expansion of School Libraries
Equipment
Equipment Replacement
Depreciation Expense (accrual basis only)
Total, Capital Outlay
7. Other Outgo
Tuition to Other Schools
Transfers of Pass-Through Revenues to Other LEAs
Transfers of Apportionments to Other LEAs - Spec. Ed.
Transfers of Apportionments to Other LEAs - All Other
All Other Transfers
Transfers of Indirect Costs
Debt Service:
Interest
Principal (for modified accrual basis only)
Total Debt Service
Total, Other Outgo

Total

104,724.83
0.00
24,508.30
121,875.88
11,537.11
12,312.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
274,958.72

21,566.02
0.00
1,891.10
4,565.99
1,069.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
29,092.36

126,290.85
0.00
26,399.40
126,441.87
12,606.36
12,312.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
304,051.08

4100
4200
4300
4400
4700

26,616.42
0.00
5,727.89
0.00
0.00
32,344.31

15,850.58
387.76
32,786.02
22,184.55
0.00
71,208.91

42,467.00
387.76
38,513.91
22,184.55
0.00
103,553.22

5100
5200
5300
5400
5500
5600
5700-5799
5800
5900

0.00
40.00
2,404.33
1,888.60
30,365.56
82,797.80
(10,307.00)
122,422.10
12,379.43
241,990.82

0.00
1,274.66
1,440.00
0.00
1,228.78
0.00
10,307.00
37,263.02
3,308.88
54,822.34

0.00
1,314.66
3,844.33
1,888.60
31,594.34
82,797.80
0.00
159,685.12
15,688.31
296,813.16

6100-6170
6200
6300
6400
6500
6900

0.00
0.00

762.48
762.48

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
762.48
762.48

7110-7143
7211-7213
7221-7223SE
7221-7223AO
7281-7299
7300-7399

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

7438
7439

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1,364,313.18

330,093.23

1,694,406.41

8. TOTAL EXPENDITURES
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Restricted

3101-3102
3201-3202
3301-3302
3401-3402
3501-3502
3601-3602
3701-3702
3751-3752
3901-3902

4. Books and Supplies
Approved Textbooks and Core Curricula Materials
Books and Other Reference Materials
Materials and Supplies
Noncapitalized Equipment
Food
Total, Books and Supplies
5. Services and Other Operating Expenditures
Subagreements for Services
Travel and Conferences
Dues and Memberships
Insurance
Operations and Housekeeping Services
Rentals, Leases, Repairs, and Noncap. Improvements
Transfers of Direct Costs
Professional/Consulting Services and Operating Expend.
Communications
Total, Services and Other Operating Expenditures

Unrestricted

Page 3 of 7
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Description
Object Code
C. EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES
BEFORE OTHER FINANCING SOURCES AND USES (A5-B8)
D. OTHER FINANCING SOURCES / USES
1. Other Sources
2. Less: Other Uses
3. Contributions Between Unrestricted and Restricted Accounts
(must net to zero)

Restricted

Total

110,294.83

37,392.35

147,687.18

8930-8979
7630-7699

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

8980-8999

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

110,294.83

37,392.35

147,687.18

385,836.33
0.00
385,836.33
496,131.16

0.00
0.00
0.00
37,392.35

385,836.33
0.00
385,836.33
533,523.51

4. TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES / USES
E. NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCE /NET POSITION (C+D4)
F. FUND BALANCE / NET POSITION
1. Beginning Fund Balance/Net Position
a. As of July 1
9791
b. Adjustments/Restatements
9793, 9795
c. Adjusted Beginning Fund Balance /Net Position
2. Ending Fund Balance /Net Position, June 30 (E+F1c)
Components of Ending Fund Balance (Modified Accrual Basis only)
a. Nonspendable
1. Revolving Cash (equals Object 9130)
9711
2. Stores (equals Object 9320)
9712
3. Prepaid Expenditures (equals Object 9330)
9713
4. All Others
9719
b. Restricted
9740
c. Committed
1. Stabilization Arrangements
9750
2. Other Commitments
9760
d. Assigned
9780
e. Unassigned/Unappropriated
1. Reserve for Economic Uncertainties
9789
2. Unassigned/Unappropriated Amount
9790M
3. Components of Ending Net Position (Accrual Basis only)
a. Net Investment in Capital Assets
b. Restricted Net Position

9796
9797

c. Unrestricted Net Position

California Department of Education
Charter School Financial Report
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Unrestricted

9790A

Page 4 of 7

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
37,392.35

0.00
37,392.35

496,131.16

0.00

496,131.16
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Object Code

Description
G. ASSETS
1. Cash
In County Treasury
Fair Value Adjustment to Cash in County Treasury
In Banks
In Revolving Fund
With Fiscal Agent/Trustee
Collections Awaiting Deposit
2. Investments
3. Accounts Receivable
4. Due from Grantor Governments
5. Stores
6. Prepaid Expenditures (Expenses)
7. Other Current Assets
8. Capital Assets (accrual basis only)

9110
9111
9120
9130
9135
9140
9150
9200
9290
9320
9330
9340
9400-9489

9. TOTAL ASSETS
H. DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES
1. Deferred Outflows of Resources

9490

2. TOTAL DEFERRED OUTFLOWS
I. LIABILITIES
1. Accounts Payable
2. Due to Grantor Governments
3. Current Loans
4. Unearned Revenue
5. Long-Term Liabilities (accrual basis only)

9500
9590
9640
9650
9660-9669

6. TOTAL LIABILITIES
J. DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES
1. Deferred Inflows of Resources

9690

2. TOTAL DEFERRED INFLOWS
K. FUND BALANCE /NET POSITION
Ending Fund Balance /Net Position, June 30 (G9 + H2) - (I6 + J2)
(must agree with Line F2)

California Department of Education
Charter School Financial Report
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Unrestricted

Restricted

Total

155,574.39
0.00
178,241.22
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
339,652.98
0.00
27,501.62
0.00
37,713.39

0.00
0.00
37,392.35
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

155,574.39
0.00
215,633.57
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
339,652.98
0.00
27,501.62
0.00
37,713.39

738,683.60

37,392.35

776,075.95

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7,097.86
1,215.87
150,160.97
24,453.19

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

7,097.86
1,215.87
0.00
150,160.97
24,453.19

182,927.89

0.00

182,927.89

59,624.55

0.00

59,624.55

59,624.55

0.00

59,624.55

496,131.16

37,392.35

533,523.51
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L. FEDERAL EVERY STUDENT SUCCEEDS ACT (ESSA) MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT REQUIREMENT
NOTE: IF YOUR CHARTER SCHOOL RECEIVED FEDERAL FUNDING, AS REPORTED IN SECTION A2, THE FOLLOWING
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION MUST BE PROVIDED IN ORDER FOR THE CDE TO CALCULATE COMPLIANCE WITH
THE FEDERAL EVERY STUDENT SUCCEEDS ACT (ESSA) MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT REQUIREMENT:
1. Federal Revenue Used for Capital Outlay and Debt Service
Included in the Capital Outlay and Debt Service expenditures reported in sections B6 and B7 are
the following amounts paid out of federal funds:
Federal Program Name (If no amounts, indicate "NONE")

Capital Outlay

a. none
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

$

TOTAL FEDERAL REVENUES USED FOR CAPITAL OUTLAY AND DEBT SERVICE

Debt Service

Total

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2. Community Services Expenditures
Provide the amount of State and Local funds reported in Section B that were expended for Community Services Activities:
Amount
(Enter "0.00" if none)

Objects of Expenditures
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Certificated Salaries
Noncertificated Salaries
Employee Benefits
Books and Supplies
Services and Other Operating Expenditures

1000-1999
2000-2999
3000-3999
4000-4999
5000-5999

TOTAL COMMUNITY SERVICES EXPENDITURES

California Department of Education
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3. State and Local Expenditures to be Used for ESSA Annual Maintenance of Effort Calculation:
Results of this calculation will be used for comparison with 2019-20 expenditures. Failure to maintain the required
90 percent expenditure level on either an aggregate or per capita expenditure basis may result in reduction to
allocations for covered programs in 2022-23.
a. Total Expenditures (B8)

1,694,406.41

b. Less Federal Expenditures (Total A2)
[Revenues are used as proxy for expenditures because most federal revenues
are normally recognized in the period that qualifying expenditures are incurred]

188,934.00

c. Subtotal of State & Local Expenditures
[a minus b]

1,505,472.41

d. Less Community Services
[L2 Total]

0.00

e. Less Capital Outlay & Debt Service
[Total B6 plus objects 7438 and 7439, less L1 Total]

762.48

TOTAL STATE & LOCAL EXPENDITURES SUBJECT TO MOE
[c minus d minus e]

California Department of Education
Charter School Financial Report
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VII.

NONPUBLIC, NONSECTARIAN
SCHOOL/AGENCY SERVICES

MASTER CONTRACT

2021-2022

23

MASTER CONTRACT
GENERAL AGREEMENT FOR NONSECTARIAN,
NONPUBLIC SCHOOL AND AGENCY SERVICES

LEA

LEARNING FOR LIFE CHARTER SCHOOL
Contract Year

2021-2022

Nonpublic School
X

Nonpublic Agency

Type of Contract:
X

Master Contract for fiscal year with Individual Service Agreements (ISA) to be approved throughout the
term of this contract.

Individual Master Contract for a specific student incorporating the Individual Service Agreement (ISA)
into the terms of this Individual Master Contract specific to a single student.

Interim Contract: an extension of the previous fiscal years approved contracts and rates. The sole purpose
of this Interim Contract is to provide for ongoing funding at the prior year’s rates for 90 days at the sole
discretion of the LEA. Expiration Date:___________

When this section is included as part of any Master Contract, the changes specified above
shall amend Section 4 – Term of Master Contract.
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2021-2022

CONTRACT NUMBER:

LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY: Learning for Life Charter School
NONPUBLIC SCHOOL/AGENCY/RELATED SERVICES PROVIDER: McColgan & Associates
NONPUBLIC, NONSECTARIAN SCHOOL/AGENCY SERVICES
MASTER CONTRACT
AUTHORIZATION FOR MASTER CONTRACT AND GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.

MASTER CONTRACT
This Master Contract (or “Contract”) is entered into on July 1, 2021, between Learning for Life Charter
School, hereinafter referred to as the local educational agency ("LEA"), a member of the Sonoma County
Charter SELPA and McColgan & Associates (nonpublic, nonsectarian school or agency), hereinafter
referred to as NPS/A or “CONTRACTOR” for the purpose of providing special education and/or related
services to students with exceptional needs under the authorization of California Education Code sections
56157, 56361 and 56365 et seq. and Title 5 of the California Code of Regulations section 3000 et seq.,
AB490 (Chapter 862, Statutes of 2003) and AB1858 (Chapter 914, Statutes of 2004). It is understood that
this agreement does not commit LEA to pay for special education and/or related services provided to any
student, or CONTRACTOR to provide such special education and/or related services, unless and until an
authorized LEA representative approves the provision of special education and/or related services by
CONTRACTOR.
Upon acceptance of a student, LEA shall submit to CONTRACTOR an Individual Services Agreement
(hereinafter referred to as “ISA”). Unless otherwise agreed in writing, these forms shall acknowledge
CONTRACTOR’s obligation to provide all relevant services specified in the student’s Individualized
Education Program (hereinafter referred to as “IEP”). The ISA shall be executed within ninety (90) days
of a student’s enrollment. LEA and CONTRACTOR shall enter into an ISA for each student served by
CONTRACTOR. As available and appropriate, the LEA shall make available access to any electronic IEP
system and/or electronic database for ISA developing including invoicing.
Unless placement and/or services is made pursuant to an Office of Administrative Hearings (hereinafter
referred to as “OAH”) order, a lawfully executed settlement agreement between LEA and parent or
authorized by LEA for a transfer student pursuant to California Education Code section 56325, LEA is not
responsible for the costs associated with NPS placement or NPS/A services until the date on which an IEP
team meeting is convened, the IEP team determines that a NPS placement is appropriate, and the IEP is
signed by the student’s parent.

2.

CERTIFICATION AND LICENSES
CONTRACTOR shall be certified by the California Department of Education (hereinafter referred to as
“CDE”) as a NPS/A. All NPS/A services shall be provided consistent with the area of certification and
licensure specified by CDE Certification and as defined in California Education Code, section 56366 et seq
and within the professional scope of practice of each provider’s license, certification and/or credential. A
current copy of CONTRACTOR’s NPS/A certification or a waiver of such certification issued by the CDE
pursuant to Education Code section 56366.2 must be provided to LEA on or before the date this Agreement
is executed by CONTRACTOR. This Master Contract shall be null and void if such certification or waiver
is expired, revoked, rescinded, or otherwise nullified during the effective period of this Master Contract.
Total student enrollment shall be limited to capacity as stated on CDE certification and in Section 24 of the
Master Contract.
27

In addition to meeting the certification requirements of the State of California, a CONTRACTOR that
operates a program outside of this State shall be certified and all staff persons providing services to pupils
shall be certified and/or licensed by that state to provide, respectively, special education and related services
and designated instruction and related services to pupils under the federal Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (20 U.S.C. Sec. 1400 et seq.).
If CONTRACTOR is a licensed children’s institution (hereinafter referred to as “LCI”), CONTRACTOR
shall be licensed by the state, or other public agency having delegated authority by contract with the state
to license, to provide nonmedical care to children, including, but not limited to, individuals with exceptional
needs. The LCI must also comply with all licensing requirements relevant to the protection of the child,
and have a special permit, if necessary, to meet the needs of each child so placed. If the CONTRACTOR
operates a program outside of this State, CONTRACTOR must obtain all required licenses from the
appropriate licensing agency in both California and in the state where the LCI is located.
With respect to CONTRACTOR’s certification, failure to notify the LEA and CDE in writing of any
changes in: (1) credentialed/licensed staff; (2) ownership; (3) management and/or control of the agency; (4)
major modification or relocation of facilities; or (5) significant modification of the program may result in
the suspension or revocation of CDE certification and/or suspension or termination of this Master Contract
by the LEA.
3.

COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS, STATUTES, REGULATIONS
During the term of this Master Contract, unless otherwise agreed, CONTRACTOR shall comply with all
applicable federal, state, and local statutes, laws, ordinances, rules, policies and regulations.
CONTRACTOR shall also comply with all applicable LEA policies and procedures unless, taking into
consideration all of the surrounding facts and circumstances, a policy or policies or a portion of a policy
does not reasonably apply to CONTRACTOR. CONTRACTOR hereby acknowledges and agrees that it
accepts all risks and responsibilities for its failure to comply with LEA policies and shall indemnify LEA
under the provisions of Section 16 of this Agreement for all liability, loss, damage and expense (including
reasonable attorneys’ fees) resulting from or arising out of CONTRACTOR’s failure to comply with
applicable LEA policies (e.g., those policies relating to; the provision of special education and/or related
services, facilities for individuals with exceptional needs, student enrollment and transfer, student inactive
status, corporal punishment, student discipline, and positive behavior interventions).
CONTRACTOR acknowledges and understands that LEA may report to the CDE any violations of the
provisions of this Master Contract; and that this may result in the suspension and/or revocation of CDE
nonpublic school/agency certification pursuant to California Education Code section 56366.4(a).

4.

TERM OF MASTER CONTRACT
The term of this Master Contract shall be from July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2022 (Title 5 California Code of
Regulations section 3062(a)) unless otherwise stated. Neither the CONTRACTOR nor the LEA is required
to renew this Master Contract in subsequent contract years. The parties acknowledge that any subsequent
Master Contract is to be re-negotiated prior to June 30, 2022. In the event the contract negotiations are not
agreed to by June 30th, the most recently executed Master Contract will remain in effect for 90 days. (Title
5 California Code of Regulations section 3062(d)) No Master Contract will be offered unless and until all
of the contracting requirements have been satisfied. The offer of a Master Contract to a CONTRACTOR
is at the sole discretion of the LEA.
The provisions of this Master Contract apply to CONTRACTOR and any of its employees or independent
contractors. Notice of any change in CONTRACTOR’s ownership or authorized representative shall be
provided in writing to LEA within thirty (30) calendar days of change of ownership or change of authorized
representative.
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5.

INTEGRATION/CONTINUANCE
TERMINATION

OF

CONTRACT

FOLLOWING

EXPIRATION

OR

This Master Contract includes each ISA and they are incorporated herein by this reference. This Master
Contract supersedes any prior or contemporaneous written or oral understanding or agreement. This Master
Contract may be amended only by written amendment executed by both parties.
CONTRACTOR shall provide the LEA with information as requested in writing to secure a Master Contract
or a renewal.
At a minimum, such information shall include copies of current teacher credentials and clearance, insurance
documentation and CDE certification. The LEA may require additional information as applicable. If the
application packet is not completed and returned to District, no Master Contract will be issued. If
CONTRACTOR does not return the Master Contract to LEA duly signed by an authorized representative
within ninety (90) calendar days of issuance by LEA, the new contract rates will not take effect until the
newly executed Master Contract is received by LEA and will not be retroactive to the first day of the new
Master Contract’s effective date. If CONTRACTOR fails to execute the new Master Contract within such
ninety-day period, all payments shall cease until such time as the new Master Contract for the current school
year is signed and returned to LEA by CONTRACTOR. (California Education Code section 56366(c)(1)
and (2)). In the event that this Master Contract expires or terminates, CONTRACTOR shall continue to be
bound to all of the terms and conditions of the most recent executed Master Contract between
CONTRACTOR and LEA for so long as CONTRACTOR is servicing authorized students at the discretion
of the LEA.
6.

INDIVIDUAL SERVICES AGREEMENT (“ISA”)
This Agreement shall include an ISA developed for each student to whom CONTRACTOR is to provide
special education and/or related services. An ISA shall only be issued for students enrolled with the
approval of the LEA pursuant to Education Code section 56366 (a)(2)(A). An ISA may be effective for
more than one contract year provided that there is a concurrent Master Contract in effect. In the event that
this Master Contract expires or terminates, CONTRACTOR, shall continue to be bound to all of the terms
and conditions of the most recent executed ISAs between CONTRACTOR and LEA for so long as
CONTRACTOR is servicing authorized students.
Any and all changes to a student’s educational placement/program provided under this Master Contract
and/or an ISA shall be made solely on the basis of a revision to the student’s IEP or by written agreement
between the parent and LEA. At any time during the term of this Master Contract, a student’s parent,
CONTRACTOR, or LEA may request a review of a student’s IEP subject to all procedural safeguards
required by law.
Unless otherwise provided in this Master Contract, the CONTRACTOR shall provide all services specified
in the IEP unless the CONTRACTOR and the LEA agree otherwise in the ISA. (California Education Code
sections 56366(a) (5) and 3062(e)). In the event the CONTRACTOR is unable to provide a specific service
at any time during the life of the ISA, the CONTRACTOR shall notify the LEA in writing within five (5)
business days of the last date a service was provided. CONTRACTOR shall provide any and all subsequent
compensatory service hours awarded to student as a result of lack of provision of services while student
was served by the NPS/A.
If a parent or LEA contests the termination of an ISA by initiating a due process proceeding with the OAH,
CONTRACTOR shall abide by the “stay-put” requirement of state and federal law unless the parent agrees
otherwise or an Interim Alternative Educational Setting is deemed lawful and appropriate by LEA or OAH
consistent with Section 1415 (k)(1)(7) of Title 20 of the United States Code. CONTRACTOR shall adhere
to all LEA requirements concerning changes in placement.
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Disagreements between LEA and CONTRACTOR concerning the formulation of an ISA or the Master
Contract may be appealed to the County Superintendent of Schools of the County where the LEA is located,
or the State Superintendent of Public Instruction pursuant to the provisions of California Education Code
section 56366(c) (2).
7.

DEFINITIONS
The following definitions shall apply for purposes of this contract:
a.

The term “CONTRACTOR” means a nonpublic, nonsectarian school/agency certified by the
California Department of Education and its officers, agents and employees.

b.

The term “authorized LEA representative” means a LEA administrator designated to be responsible
for NPS/A. It is understood, a representative of the Special Education Local Plan Area (SELPA)
of which the LEA is a member is an authorized LEA representative in collaboration with the LEA.
The LEA maintains sole responsibility for this Contract, unless otherwise specified in this Contract.

c.

The term “credential” means a valid credential, life diploma, permit, or document in special
education or pupil personnel services issued by, or under the jurisdiction of, the State Board of
Education if issued prior to 1970 or the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing, which
entitles the holder thereof to perform services for which certification qualifications are required as
defined in Title 5 of the California Code of Regulations section 3001(g).

d.

The term “qualified” means that a person holds a certificate, permit or other document equivalent
to that which staff in a public school are required to hold to provide special education and
designated instruction and services and has met federal and state certification, licensing,
registration, or other comparable requirements which apply to the area in which he or she is
providing special education or related services, including those requirements set forth in Title 34
of the Code of Federal Regulations sections 200.56 and 200.58, and those requirements set forth in
Title 5 of the California Code of Regulations Sections 3064 and 3065, and adheres to the standards
of professional practice established in federal and state law or regulation, including the standards
contained in the California Business and Professions Code.
Nothing in this definition shall be construed as restricting the activities in services of a graduate
needing direct hours leading to licensure, or of a student teacher or intern leading to a graduate
degree at an accredited or approved college or university, as authorized by state laws or regulations.
(Title 5 of the California Code of Regulations Section 3001 (r)).

e

The term “license” means a valid non-expired document issued by a licensing agency within the
Department of Consumer Affairs or other state licensing office authorized to grant licenses and
authorizing the bearer of the document to provide certain professional services or refer to
themselves using a specified professional title including but not limited to mental health and board
and care services at a residential placement. If a license is not available through an appropriate
state licensing agency, a certificate of registration with the appropriate professional organization at
the national or state level which has standards established for the certificate that are equivalent to
a license shall be deemed to be a license as defined in Title 5 of the California Code of Regulations
section 3001(l).

f.

“Parent” means:
i.
a biological or adoptive parent; unless the biological or adoptive parent does not have legal
authority to make educational decisions for the child,
ii.
a guardian generally authorized to act as the child’s parent or authorized to make
educational decisions for the child,
iii.
an individual acting in the place of a biological or adoptive parent, including a grandparent,
stepparent, or other relative with whom the child lives, or an individual who is legally
responsible for the child’s welfare,
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iv.
v.

a surrogate parent,
a foster parent if the authority of the biological or adoptive parent to make educational
decisions on the child’s behalf has been specifically limited by court order in accordance
with Code of Federal Regulations 300.30(b)(1) or (2).

Parent does not include the state or any political subdivision of government or the NPS/A under
contract with the LEA for the provision of special education or designated instruction and services
for a child. (California Education Code section 56028).
g.

The term “days” means calendar days unless otherwise specified.

h.

The phrase “billable day” means a school day in which instructional minutes meet or exceed those
in comparable LEA programs.

i.

The phrase “billable day of attendance” means a school day as defined in California Education
Code Section 46307, in which a student is in attendance and in which instructional minutes meet
or exceed those in comparable LEA programs unless otherwise stipulated in an IEP or ISA.

j.

It is understood that the term “Master Contract” also means “Contract” and is referred to as such in
this document.

ADMINISTRATION OF CONTRACT
8.

NOTICES
All notices provided for by this Contract shall be in writing. Notices shall be mailed or delivered by hand
and shall be effective as of the date of receipt by addressee.
All notices mailed to LEA shall be addressed to the person and address as indicated on the signature page
of the Master Contract. Notices to CONTRACTOR shall be addressed as indicated on signature page of
this Master Contract.

9.

MAINTENANCE OF RECORDS
All records shall be maintained by CONTRACTOR as required by state and federal laws and regulations.
Notwithstanding the foregoing sentence, CONTRACTOR shall maintain all records for at least five (5)
years after the termination of this Master Contract. For purposes of this Master Contract, “records” shall
include, but not be limited to student records as defined by California Education Code section 49061(b)
including electronically stored information; cost data records as set forth in Title 5 of the California Code
of Regulations section 3061; registers and roll books of teachers and/or daily service providers; daily service
logs and notes and other documents used to record the provision of related services including supervision;
daily service logs and notes used to record the provision of services provided through additional
instructional assistants, NPA behavior intervention aides, and bus aides; behavior emergency reports
(BER); incident reports; notification of injuries; absence verification records (parent/doctor notes,
telephone logs, and related documents) if the CONTRACTOR is funded for excused absences, however,
such records are not required if positive attendance is required; bus rosters; staff lists specifying credentials
held and documents evidencing other staff qualifications, social security numbers, dates of hire, and dates
of termination; records of employee training and certification, staff time sheets; non-paid staff and volunteer
sign-in sheets; transportation and other related services subcontracts; school calendars; bell/class schedules
when applicable; liability and worker’s compensation insurance policies; state NPS/A certifications bylaws; lists of current board of directors/trustees, if incorporated; statement of income and expenses; general
journals; cash receipts and disbursement books; general ledgers and supporting documents; documents
evidencing financial expenditures; federal/state payroll quarterly reports; and bank statements and canceled
checks or facsimile thereof.
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CONTRACTOR shall maintain student records in a secure location to ensure confidentiality and prevent
unauthorized access. CONTRACTOR shall maintain a current list of the names and positions of
CONTRACTOR’s employees who have access to confidential records. CONTRACTOR shall maintain an
access log for each student’s record which lists all persons, agencies, or organizations requesting or
receiving information from the record. Such log shall be maintained as required by California Education
Code section 49064 and include the name, title, agency/organization affiliation, and date/time of access for
each individual requesting or receiving information from the student’s record. Such log needs to record
access to the student’s records by: (a) the student’s parent; (b) an individual to whom written consent has
been executed by the student’s parent; or (c) employees of LEA or CONTRACTOR having a legitimate
educational interest in requesting or receiving information from the record. CONTRACTOR/LEA shall
maintain copies of any written parental concerns granting access to student records. For purposes of this
paragraph, “employees of LEA or CONTRACTOR” do not include subcontractors. CONTRACTOR shall
grant parents access to student records, and comply with parents’ requests for copies of student records, as
required by state and federal laws and regulations. CONTRACTOR agrees, in the event of school or agency
closure, to forward student records within ten (10) business days to LEA. These shall include, but not
limited to, current transcripts, IEP/IFSPs, BER’s, incident reports, notification of injuries and all other
relevant reports. LEA and/or SELPA shall have access to and receive copies of any and all records upon
request within five (5) business days.
10.

SEVERABILITY CLAUSE
If any provision of this agreement is held, in whole or in part, to be unenforceable for any reason, the
remainder of that provision and of the entire agreement shall be severable and remain in effect.

11.

SUCCESSORS IN INTEREST
This contract binds CONTRACTOR’s successors and assignees. CONTRACTOR shall notify the LEA of
any change of ownership or corporate control.

12.

VENUE AND GOVERNING LAW
The laws of the State of California shall govern the terms and conditions of this contract with venue in the
County where the LEA is located.

13.

MODIFICATIONS AND AMENDMENTS REQUIRED TO CONFORM TO LEGAL AND
ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES
This Master Contract may be modified or amended by the LEA to conform to administrative and statutory
guidelines issued by any state, federal or local governmental agency. The party seeking such modification
shall provide the LEA and/or CONTRACTOR thirty (30) days’ notice of any such changes or modifications
made to conform to administrative or statutory guidelines and a copy of the statute or regulation upon which
the modification or changes are based.

14.

TERMINATION
This Master Contract or ISA may be terminated for cause. The cause shall not be the availability of a public
class initiated during the period of the contract unless the parent agrees to the transfer of the student to the
public school program at an IEP team meeting. To terminate the contract either party shall give twenty
(20) days prior written notice (California Education Code section 56366(a)(4)). At the time of termination,
CONTRACTOR shall provide to LEA any and all documents CONTRACTOR is required to maintain
under this Master Contract. ISAs are void upon termination of this Master Contract, as provided in Section
5 or 6. CONTRACTOR or LEA may terminate an ISA for cause. To terminate the ISA, either party shall
give twenty (20) days prior written notice.

15.

INSURANCE
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CONTRACTOR shall, at his, her, or its sole cost and expense, maintain in full force and effect, during the
term of this Contract, the following insurance coverage from a California licensed and/or admitted insurer
with an A minus (A-), VII, or better rating from A.M. Best, sufficient to cover any claims, damages,
liabilities, costs and expenses (including counsel fees) arising out of or in connection with
CONTRACTOR's fulfillment of any of its obligations under this Agreement or either party's use of the
work or any component or part thereof:
PART I - INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS AND AGENCIES
A. Commercial General Liability Insurance, including both bodily injury and property damage,
with limits as follows:
$2,000,000 per occurrence
$ 500,000 fire damage
$
5,000 medical expenses
$1,000,000 personal & adv. Injury
$3,000,000 general aggregate
$2,000,000 products/completed operations aggregate
The policy may not contain an exclusion for coverage of claims arising from claims for sexual
molestation or abuse. In the event that CONTRACTOR’s policy should have an exclusion for
sexual molestation or abuse claims, then CONTRACTOR shall be required to procure a
supplemental policy providing such coverage.
B. Workers' Compensation Insurance in accordance with provisions of the California Labor
Code adequate to protect the CONTRACTOR from claims that may arise from its operations
pursuant to the Workers' Compensation Act (Statutory Coverage).
The Workers’
Compensation Insurance coverage must also include Employers Liability coverage with limits
of $1,000,000/$1,000,000/$1,000,000.
C. Commercial Auto Liability Insurance for all owned, non-owned or hired automobiles with
a $1 million combined single limit.
If no owned automobiles, then only hired and non-owned is required.
If CONTRACTOR uses a vehicle to travel to/from school sites, between schools and/or to/from
students’ homes or other locations as approved service locations by the LEA, CONTRACTOR
must comply with State of California auto insurance requirements.
D.

Errors & Omissions (E & O)/Malpractice (Professional Liability) coverage,
including Sexual Molestation and Abuse coverage, unless that coverage is
afforded elsewhere in the Commercial General Liability policy by
endorsement or separate policy, with the following limits:
$1,000,000 per occurrence
$2,000,000 general aggregate

E. CONTRACTOR, upon execution of this Contract and periodically thereafter upon request,
shall furnish the LEA with certificates of insurance evidencing such coverage. The certificate
of insurance shall include a ten (10) day non-renewal notice provision. The Commercial
General Liability and Automobile Liability policy shall name the LEA and the Board of
Education additional insured’s premiums on all insurance policies and shall be paid by
CONTRACTOR and shall be deemed included in CONTRACTOR’s obligations under this
contract at no additional charge.
F. Any deductibles or self-insured retentions above $100,000 must be declared to and approved by
the LEA. At its option, LEA may require the CONTRACTOR, at the CONTRACTOR’s sole
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cost, to: (a) cause its insurer to reduce to levels specified by the LEA or eliminate such deductibles
or self-insured retentions with respect to the LEA, its officials and employees, or (b) procure a
bond guaranteeing payment of losses and related investigation.
G. For any claims related to the services performed in connection with this Master Contract, the
CONTRACTOR’s insurance coverage shall be the primary insurance with respect to the LEA, its
subsidiaries, officials and employees. Any insurance or self-insurance maintained by the LEA,
its subsidiaries, officials and employees shall be excess of the CONTRACTOR's insurance and
shall not contribute with it.
H. All Certificates of Insurance must reference the contract number, name of the school or agency
submitting the certificate, and the location of the school or agency submitting the certificate on
the certificate.
PART II - INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS AFFILIATED
WITH A RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT FACILITY (“RTC”)
When CONTRACTOR is a NPS affiliated with a residential treatment center (NPS/RTC), the following
insurance policies are required:
A. Commercial General Liability including both bodily injury and property damage, with limits
as follows:
$3,000,000 per occurrence
$6,000,000 in General Aggregate.
The policy shall be endorsed to name the LEA and the Board of Education as named additional
insured and shall provide specifically that any insurance carried by the LEA which may be
applicable to any claims or loss shall be deemed excess and the RTC’s insurance primary
despite any conflicting provisions in the RTC’s policy. Coverage shall be maintained with no
Self-Insured Retention above $100,000 without the prior written approval of the LEA.
B. Workers' Compensation Insurance in accordance with provisions of the California Labor
Code adequate to protect the RTC from claims that may arise from its operations pursuant to
the Workers' Compensation Act (Statutory Coverage). The Workers’ Compensation Insurance
coverage must also include Employers Liability coverage with limits of
$1,000,000/$1,000,000/$1,000,000.
C. Commercial Auto Liability coverage with limits of $1,000,000 Combined Single Limit per
Occurrence if the RTC does not operate a student bus service. If the RTC provides student bus
services, the required coverage limit is $5,000,000 Combined Single Limit per Occurrence.
D. Fidelity Bond or Crime Coverage shall be maintained by the RTC to cover all employees
who process or otherwise have responsibility for RTC funds, supplies, equipment or other
assets. Minimum amount of coverage shall be $250,000 per occurrence, with no self-insured
retention.
E. Professional Liability/Errors & Omissions/Malpractice coverage with minimum limits of
$3,000,000 per occurrence and $6,000,000 general aggregate.
F. Sexual Molestation and Abuse Coverage, unless that coverage is afforded elsewhere in the
Commercial General Liability or Professional liability policy by endorsement, with minimum
limits of $3,000,000 per occurrence and $6,000,000 general aggregate.
If LEA or CONTRACTOR determines that a change in insurance coverage obligations under this section
is necessary, either party may reopen negotiations to modify the insurance obligations.
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16.

INDEMNIFICATION AND HOLD HARMLESS
To the fullest extent allowed by law, CONTRACTOR shall indemnify and hold LEA and its Board
Members, administrators, employees, agents, attorneys, volunteers, and subcontractors (“LEA
Indemnities”) harmless against all liability, loss, damage and expense (including reasonable attorneys’ fees)
resulting from or arising out of this Master Contract or its performance, to the extent that such loss, expense,
damage or liability was proximately caused by negligence, intentional act, or willful act or omission of
CONTRACTOR, including, without limitation, its agents, employees, subcontractors or anyone employed
directly or indirectly by it (excluding LEA and LEA Indemnities). The duty and obligation to defend shall
arise immediately upon tender of a claim or lawsuit to the CONTRACTOR. The LEA and the Member
District(s) shall have the right in their sole discretion to select counsel of its choice to provide the defense
at the sole cost of the CONTRACTOR or the applicable insurance carrier.
To the fullest extent allowed by law, LEA shall indemnify and hold CONTRACTOR and its Board
Members, administrators, employees, agents, attorneys, and subcontractors (“CONTRACTOR
Indemnities”) harmless against all liability, loss, damage and expense (including reasonable attorneys’ fees)
resulting from or arising out of this Master Contract or its performance, to the extent that such loss, expense,
damage or liability was proximately caused by the negligent, intentional act or willful act or omission of
LEA, including, without limitation, its agents, employees, subcontractors or anyone employed directly or
indirectly by it (excluding CONTRACTOR and/or any CONTRACTOR Indemnities).
LEA represents that it is self-insured in compliance with the laws of the State of California, that the selfinsurance covers district employees acting within the course and scope of their respective duties and that
its self-insurance covers the LEA’s indemnification obligations under this Master Contract.

17.

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
Nothing herein contained will be construed to imply a joint venture, partnership or principal-agent
relationship between the LEA and CONTRACTOR. CONTRACTOR shall provide all services under this
Contract as an independent contractor, and neither party shall have the authority to bind or make any
commitment on behalf of the other. Nothing contained in this Contract shall be deemed to create any
association, partnership, joint venture or relationship of principal and agent, master and servant, or
employer and employee between the parties or any affiliates of the parties, or between the LEA and any
individual assigned by CONTRACTOR to perform any services for the LEA.
If the LEA is determined to be a partner, joint venture, co-principle, employer or co-employer of
CONTRACTOR, CONTRACTOR shall indemnify and hold harmless the LEA from and against any and
all claims for loss, liability, or damages arising from that determination, as well as any expenses, costs,
taxes, penalties and interest charges incurred by the LEA as a result of that holding.

18.

SUBCONTRACTING
CONTRACTOR shall provide written notification to LEA before subcontracting for special education
and/or related services pursuant to this Master Contract. In the event LEA determines that it can provide
the subcontracted service(s) at a lower rate, LEA may elect to provide such service(s). If LEA elects to
provide such service(s), LEA shall provide written notification to CONTRACTOR within five (5) days of
receipt of CONTRACTOR’s original notice and CONTRACTOR shall not subcontract for said service(s).
CONTRACTOR shall incorporate all of the provisions of this Master Contract in all subcontracts, to the
fullest extent reasonably possible. Furthermore, when CONTRACTOR enters into subcontracts for the
provision of special education and/or related services (including, but not limited to, transportation) for any
student, CONTRACTOR shall cause each subcontractor to procure and maintain insurance during the term
of each subcontract. Such subcontractor’s insurance shall comply with the provisions of Section 15. Each
subcontractor shall furnish the LEA with original endorsements and certificates of insurance effecting coverage
required by Section 15. The endorsements are to be signed by a person authorized by that insurer to bind
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coverage on its behalf. The endorsements are to be on forms as required by the LEA. All endorsements are to
be received and approved by the LEA before the subcontractor’s work commences. The Commercial General
Liability and Automobile Liability policies shall name the LEA/SELPA and the LEA Board of Education as
additional insured.
As an alternative to the LEA's forms, a subcontractor’s insurer may provide complete, certified copies of all
required insurance policies, including endorsements affecting the coverage required by this Master Contract.
All Certificates of Insurance must reference the LEA contract number, name of the school or agency
submitting the certificate, indication if NPS or NPA, and the location of the school or agency submitting
the certificate. In addition, all subcontractors must meet the requirements as contained in Section 45
Clearance Requirements and Section 46 Staff Qualifications of this Master Contract.
19.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
CONTRACTOR shall provide to LEA upon request a copy of its current bylaws and a current list of its
Board of Directors (or Trustees), if it is incorporated. CONTRACTOR and any member of its Board of
Directors (or Trustees) shall disclose any relationship with LEA that constitutes or may constitute a conflict
of interest pursuant to California Education Code section 56042 and Government Code Section 1090
including, but not limited to, employment with LEA, provision of private party assessments and/or reports,
and attendance at IEP team meetings acting as a student’s advocate. Pursuant to California Education code
section 56042, an attorney or advocate for a parent of an individual with exceptional needs shall not
recommend placement at CONTRACTOR’s facility if the attorney or advocate is employed or contracted
by the CONTRACTOR, or will receive a benefit from the CONTRACTOR, or otherwise has a conflict of
interest.
Unless CONTRACTOR and LEA otherwise agree in writing, LEA shall neither execute an ISA with
CONTRACTOR nor amend an existing ISA for a student when a recommendation for special education
and/or related services is based in whole or in part on assessment(s) or reports provided by CONTRACTOR
to the student without prior written authorization by LEA. This paragraph shall apply to CONTRACTOR
regardless of when an assessment is performed or a report is prepared (i.e., before or after the student is
enrolled in CONTRACTOR’s school/agency) or whether an assessment of the student is performed or a
report is prepared in the normal course of the services provided to the student by CONTRACTOR. To avoid
conflict of interest, and in order to ensure the appropriateness of an Independent Educational Evaluation
(hereinafter referred to as “IEE”) and its recommendations, the LEA may, in its discretion, not fund an IEE
by an evaluator who provides ongoing service(s) or is sought to provide service(s) to the student for whom
the IEE is requested. Likewise, the LEA may, in its discretion, not fund services through the evaluator
whose IEE the LEA agrees to fund. When no other appropriate assessor is available, LEA may request
and if CONTRACTOR agrees, the CONTRACTOR may provide an IEE.
When CONTRACTOR is a NPA, CONTRACTOR acknowledges that its authorized representative has
read and understands Education Code section 56366.3 which provides, in relevant part, that no special
education and/or related services provided by CONTRACTOR shall be paid for by LEA if provided by an
individual who is or was an employee of LEA within the three hundred and sixty five (365) days prior to
executing this contract. This provision does not apply to any person who is able to provide designated
instruction and services during the extended school year because he or she is otherwise employed for up to
ten months of the school year by LEA.
CONTRACTOR shall not admit a student living within the jurisdictional boundaries of the LEA on a
private pay or tuition free “scholarship” basis and concurrently or subsequently advise/request parent(s) to
pursue funding for the admitted school year from the LEA through due process proceedings.

20.

NON-DISCRIMINATION
CONTRACTOR shall not, in employment or operation of its programs, unlawfully discriminate on the
basis of gender, nationality, national origin, ancestry, race, color, ethnicity, ethnic group affiliation, religion,
age, marital status, pregnancy or parental status, sex, sexual orientation, gender, gender identity or
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expression, physical or mental disability, genetic information or any other classification protected by federal
or state law or the perception of one or more of such characteristics or association with a person or group
with one or more of these actual or perceived characteristics.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
21.

FREE AND APPROPRIATE PUBLIC EDUCATION (FAPE)
The LEA shall provide CONTRACTOR with a copy of the IEP including the Individualized Transition
Plan (hereinafter referred to as “ITP”) of each student served by CONTRACTOR. CONTRACTOR shall
provide to each student special education and/or related services (including transition services) within the
NPS/A consistent with the student’s IEP and as specified in the ISA. If CONTRACTOR is a NPS,
CONTRACTOR shall not accept a student if it cannot provide or ensure the provision of the services
outlined in the student’s IEP. If student services are provided by a third party (i.e. Related Services
Provider), CONTRACTOR shall notify LEA if provision of services cease.
Unless otherwise agreed to between CONTRACTOR and LEA, CONTRACTOR shall be responsible for
the provision of all appropriate supplies, equipment, and/or facilities for students, as specified in the
student’s IEP and ISA. CONTRACTOR shall make no charge of any kind to parents for special education
and/or related services as specified in the student’s IEP and ISA (including, but not limited to, screenings,
assessments, or interviews that occur prior to or as a condition of the student’s enrollment under the terms
of this Master Contract). LEA shall provide low incidence equipment for eligible students with low
incidence disabilities when specified in the student’s IEP and ISA. Such equipment remains the property
of the SELPA/LEA and shall be returned to the SELPA/LEA when the IEP team determines the equipment
is no longer needed or when the student is no longer enrolled in the NPS. CONTRACTOR shall ensure
that facilities are adequate to provide LEA students with an environment which meets all pertinent health
and safety regulations. CONTRACTOR may charge a student’s parent(s) for services and/or activities not
necessary for the student to receive a free appropriate public education after: (a) written notification to the
student’s parent(s) of the cost and voluntary nature of the services and/or activities; and (b) receipt by the
LEA of the written notification and a written acknowledgment signed by the student’s parent(s) of the cost
and voluntary nature of the services and/or activities. CONTRACTOR shall adhere to all LEA
requirements concerning parent acknowledgment of financial responsibility.
Voluntary services and/or activities not necessary for the student to receive a free appropriate public
education shall not interfere with the student’s receipt of special education and/or related services as
specified in the student’s IEP and ISA unless the LEA, CONTRACTOR, and PARENT agree otherwise in
writing.

22.

GENERAL PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION
All NPS/A services shall be provided consistent with the area of certification specified by CDE Certification
and as defined in California Education Code section 56366 et seq..
When CONTRACTOR is a NPS, CONTRACTOR’s general program of instruction shall: (a) utilize
evidence-based practices and be consistent with LEA’s standards regarding the particular course of study
and curriculum; (b) include curriculum that addresses mathematics, literacy and the use of educational,
assistive technology and transition services; (c) be consistent with CDE’s standards regarding the particular
course of study and curriculum; (d) provide the services as specified in the student’s IEP and ISA. Students
shall have access to: (a) State Board of Education (SBE) - adopted Common Core State Standards
(“CCSS”) for curriculum and the same instructional materials for kindergarten and grades 1 to 8, inclusive;
and provide standards – aligned core curriculum and instructional materials for grades 9 to 12, inclusive,
used by a local education agency (LEA), that contracts with the NPS: (b) college preparation courses; (c)
extracurricular activities, such as art, sports, music and academic clubs; (d) career preparation and
vocational training, consistent with transition plans pursuant to state and federal law and; (e) supplemental
assistance, including individual academic tutoring, psychological counseling, and career and college
counseling.
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When CONTRACTOR serves students in grades nine through twelve inclusive, LEA shall provide to
CONTRACTOR a specific list of the course requirements to be satisfied by the CONTRACTOR leading
toward graduation or completion of LEA’s diploma requirements. CONTRACTOR shall not award a high
school diploma to students who have not successfully completed all of the LEA’s graduation requirements.
When CONTRACTOR is a NPA and/or related services provider, CONTRACTOR’s general program of
instruction and/or services shall utilize evidence-based practices and be consistent with LEA and CDE
guidelines and certification, and provided as specified in the student’s IEP and ISA. The NPA providing
Behavior Intervention services shall develop a written plan that specifies the nature of their NPA service
for each student within thirty (30) days of enrollment and shall be provided in writing to the LEA. Schoolbased services may not be unilaterally converted by CONTRACTOR to a substitute program or provided
at a location not specifically authorized by the IEP team. Except for services provided by a CONTRACTOR
that is a Licensed Children’s Institution (LCI), all services not provided in the school setting require the
presence of a parent, guardian or adult caregiver during the delivery of services, provided such guardian or
caregiver have a signed authorization by the parent or legal guardian to authorize emergency services as
requested. LCI CONTRACTORS shall ensure that appropriate and qualified residential or clinical staff is
present during the provision of services under this Master Contract. CONTRACTOR shall immediately
notify LEA in writing if no parent, guardian or adult caregiver is present. CONTRACTOR shall provide to
LEA a written description of the services and location provided prior to the effective date of this Master
Contract. CONTRACTORS providing Behavior Intervention services must have a trained behaviorist or
trained equivalent on staff. It is understood that Behavior Intervention services are limited per CDE
Certification and do not constitute as an instructional program.
When CONTRACTOR is a NPA, CONTRACTOR shall not provide transportation nor subcontract for
transportation services for students unless the LEA and CONTRACTOR agree otherwise in writing.
23.

INSTRUCTIONAL MINUTES
When CONTRACTOR is a NPS, the total number of instructional minutes per school day provided by
CONTRACTOR shall be at least equivalent to the number of instructional minutes per school day provided
to students at like grade level attending LEA schools and shall be specified in the student’s ISA developed
in accordance with the student’s IEP.
For students in grades kindergarten through 12 inclusive, unless otherwise specified in the student’s IEP
and ISA, the number of instructional minutes, excluding breakfast, recess, lunch and pass time shall be at
the same level that Ed. Code prescribes for the LEA.
The total number of annual instructional minutes shall be at least equivalent to the total number of annual
instructional minutes provided to students attending LEA schools in like grade level unless otherwise
specified in the student’s IEP.
When CONTRACTOR is a NPA and/or related services provider, the total number of minutes per school
day provided by CONTRACTOR shall be specified in the student’s ISA developed in accordance with the
student’s IEP.

24.

CLASS SIZE
When CONTRACTOR is a NPS, CONTRACTOR shall ensure that class size shall not exceed a ratio of
one teacher per twelve (12) students, unless CONTRACTOR and LEA agree otherwise in writing. Upon
prior written approval by an authorized LEA representative, class size may be temporarily increased by a
ratio of 1 teacher to fourteen (14) students when necessary during the regular or extended school year to
provide services to students with disabilities.
In the event a NPS is unable to fill a vacant teaching position responsible for direct instruction to students,
and the vacancy has direct impact on the California Department of Education Certification of that school,
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the NPS shall develop a plan to ensure appropriate coverage of students by first utilizing existing certificated
staff. The NPS and the LEA may agree to one 30 school day period per contract year where class size may
be increased to ensure coverage by an appropriately credentialed teacher. Such an agreement shall be in
writing and signed by both parties. This provision does not apply to a NPA.
CONTRACTOR providing special education instruction for individuals with exceptional needs between
the ages of three and five years, inclusive, shall also comply with the appropriate instructional adult to child
ratios pursuant to California Education Code sections 56440 et seq.
25.

CALENDARS
When CONTRACTOR is a NPS, CONTRACTOR shall submit to the LEA/SELPA a school calendar with
the total number of billable days not to exceed 180 days, plus extended school year billable days equivalent
to the number of days determined by the LEA’s extended school year calendar. Billable days shall include
only those days that are included on the submitted and approved school calendar, and/or required by the
IEP (developed by the LEA) for each student. CONTRACTOR shall not be allowed to change its school
calendar and/or amend the number of billable days without the prior written approval of the LEA. Nothing
in this Master Contract shall be interpreted to require the LEA to accept any requests for calendar changes.
Unless otherwise specified by the students’ IEP, educational services shall occur at the school site. A
student shall only be eligible for extended school year services if such are recommended by his/her IEP
Team and the provision of such is specifically included in the ISA. Extended school year shall consist of
twenty (20) instructional days, unless otherwise agreed upon by the IEP Team convened by the LEA. Any
days of extended school year in excess of twenty (20) billable days must be mutually agreed to, in writing,
prior to the start of the extended school year.
Student must have actually been in attendance during the regular school year and/or during extended school
year and actually received services on a billable day of attendance in order for CONTRACTOR to be
eligible for payment. It is specifically understood that services may not be provided on weekends/holidays
and other times when school is not in session, unless agreed to by the LEA, in writing, in advance of the
delivery of any NPS service. Any instructional days provided without this written agreement shall be at
the sole financial responsibility of the CONTRACTOR.
CONTRACTOR shall observe the same legal holidays as LEA. Those holidays are Labor Day, Veteran’s
Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day, New Year’s Day, Martin Luther King Jr. Day, President’s Day,
Memorial Day and Independence Day. With the approval of LEA, CONTRACTOR may revise the date
upon which CONTRACTOR closes in observance of any of the holidays observed by the LEA.
When CONTRACTOR is a NPA, CONTRACTOR shall be provided with a LEA-developed/approved
calendar prior to the initiation of services. CONTRACTOR herein agrees to observe holidays as specified
in the LEA-developed/approved calendar. CONTRACTOR shall provide services pursuant to the LEAdeveloped/approved calendar; or as specified in the LEA student’s IEP and ISA. Unless otherwise specified
in the LEA student’s ISA, CONTRACTOR shall provide related services to LEA students on only those
days that the LEA student’s school of attendance is in session and the LEA student attends school.
CONTRACTOR shall bill only for services provided on billable days of attendance as indicated on the
LEA calendar unless CONTRACTOR and the LEA agree otherwise, in writing. Student must have actually
been in attendance and/or received services on a billable day of attendance in order for CONTRACTOR to
be eligible for payment. It is specifically understood that services may not be provided on
weekends/holidays and other times when school is not in session, unless agreed to by the LEA, in writing,
in advance of the delivery of any NPA service provided by CONTRACTOR. Any instructional days
provided without this written agreement shall be at the sole financial responsibility of the CONTRACTOR.

26.

DATA REPORTING
CONTRACTOR shall agree to provide to the LEA all data related to student information and billing
information with LEA. CONTRACTOR shall agree to provide data related to all sections of this contract,
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including student discipline as noted below, and requested by and in the format required by the LEA. It is
understood that all NPS/A shall utilize the LEA approved electronic IEP system for all IEP development,
service tracking documentation, and progress reporting, unless otherwise agreed to by the LEA. Additional
progress reporting may be required by the LEA. The LEA shall provide the CONTRACTOR with
appropriate software, user training and proper internet permissions to allow adequate access.
Using forms developed by the California Department of Education or as otherwise mutually agreed upon
by CONTRACTOR and LEA, CONTRACTOR shall provide LEA, on a monthly basis, a written report of
all incidents in which a statutory offense is committed by any LEA student, regardless if it results in a
disciplinary action of suspension or expulsion. This includes all statutory offenses as described in Education
Codes 48900 and 48915.CONTRACTOR shall also include incidents resulting in the use of a behavioral
restraint and/or seclusion even if they were not a result of a violation of Education Code Sections 48900
and 48915.
The LEA shall provide the CONTRACTOR with approved forms and/or format for such data including,
but not limited to, invoicing, attendance reports and progress reports. The LEA may approve use of
CONTRACTOR’S provided forms at their discretion.
27.

LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT/DUAL ENROLLMENT
CONTRACTOR and LEA shall follow all LEA policies and procedures that support Least Restrictive
Environment (“LRE”) options and/or dual enrollment options if available and appropriate, for students to
have access to the general curriculum and to be educated with their nondisabled peers to the maximum
extent appropriate.
CONTRACTOR and LEA shall ensure that LRE placement options are addressed at all IEP team meetings
regarding students for whom ISAs have been or may be executed. This shall include IEP team consideration
of supplementary aids and services, goals and objectives necessary for placement in the LRE and necessary
to enable students to transition to less restrictive settings.
When an IEP team has determined that a student should be transitioned into the public school setting,
CONTRACTOR shall assist the LEA in implementing the IEP team’s recommended activities to support
the transition.

28.

STATEWIDE ACHIEVEMENT TESTING
When CONTRACTOR is a NPS, per implementation of Senate Bill 484, CONTRACTOR shall administer
all Statewide assessments within the California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress
(“CAASPP”), Desired Results Developmental Profile (“DRDP”), California Alternative Assessment
(“CAA”), achievement and abilities tests (using LEA-authorized assessment instruments), the Fitness
Gram, , the English Language Proficiency Assessments for California (“ELPAC”), and as appropriate to
the student, and mandated by LEA pursuant to LEA and state and federal guidelines.
CONTRACTOR is subject to the alternative accountability system developed pursuant to Education Code
section 52052, in the same manner as public schools. Each LEA student placed with CONTRACTOR by
the LEA shall be tested by qualified staff of CONTRACTOR in accordance with that accountability
program. LEA shall provide test administration training to CONTRACTOR’S qualified staff.
CONTRACTOR shall attend LEA test training and comply with completion of all coding requirements as
required by LEA.

29.

MANDATED ATTENDANCE AT LEA MEETINGS
CONTRACTOR shall attend District mandated meetings when legal mandates, and/or LEA policy and
procedures are reviewed, including but not limited to the areas of: curriculum, high school graduation,
standards-based instruction, behavior intervention, cultural and linguistic needs of students with disabilities,
dual enrollment responsibilities, LRE responsibilities, transition services, data collection, and standardized
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testing and IEPs. LEA shall provide CONTRACTOR with reasonable notice of mandated meetings.
Attendance at such meetings does not constitute a billable service hour(s).
30.

POSITIVE BEHAVIOR INTERVENTIONS AND SUPPORTS
CONTRACTOR shall comply with the requirements of Education Code section 49005, et seq., 56521.1
and 56521.2. LEA students who exhibit behaviors that interfere with their learning or the learning of others
must receive timely and appropriate assessments and positive supports and interventions in accordance with
the federal law and it’s implementing regulations. If the Individualized Education Program (“IEP”) team
determines that a student’s behavior impedes his or her learning or the learning of others, the IEP team is
required to consider the use of positive behavioral interventions and supports, and other strategies, to
address that behavior, consistent with Section 1414(d)(3)(B)(i) and (d)(4) of Title 20 of the United States
Code and associated federal regulations. This could mean that instead of developing a Behavior Intervention
Plan (“BIP”), the IEP team may conclude it is sufficient to address the student’s behavioral problems
through the development of behavioral goals and behavioral interventions to support those goals.
CONTRACTOR shall maintain a written policy pursuant to California Education Code section 56521.1
regarding emergency interventions and behavioral emergency reports. CONTRACTOR shall ensure that
all of its staff members are trained in crisis intervention, emergency procedures, and evidenced-based
practices and interventions specific to the unique behavioral needs of the CONTRACTOR’s pupil
population. The training shall be provided within 30 days of employment to new staff who have any contact
or interaction with pupils during the schoolday, and annually to all staff who have any contact or interaction
with pupils during the schoolday. The CONTRACTOR shall select and conduct the training in accordance
with California Education Code section 56366.1. CONTRACTOR shall maintain written records of the
training and provide written verification of the training annually and upon request.
Pursuant to Education Code section 56521.1, emergency interventions shall not be used as a substitute for
a BIP, and shall not be employed longer than necessary to contain the behavior. Emergency interventions
may only be used to control unpredictable, spontaneous behavior that poses clear and present danger of
serious physical harm to the individual with exceptional needs, or others, and that cannot be immediately
prevented by a response less restrictive than the temporary application of a technique used to contain the
behavior. If a situation requires prolonged use of emergency intervention, staff must seek assistance from
the school site administrator or a law enforcement agency.
CONTRACTOR shall complete a behavior emergency report when an emergency occurs that is defined as
a serious, dangerous behavior that staff has determined to present a clear and present danger to others. It
requires a non-violent physical intervention to protect the safety of student, self, or others and a physical
intervention has been used; or a physical intervention has not been used, but an injury or serious property
damage has occurred. Personal Safety Techniques may or may not have been used. Emergencies require
a behavior emergency report form be completed and submitted to the LEA within twenty-four (24) hours
for administrative action. CONTRACTOR shall notify Parent within twenty-four (24) hours via telephone.
If the student’s IEP does not contain a Behavior Intervention Plan (“BIP”) or Positive Behavior Intervention
Plan (“PBIP”), an IEP team shall schedule a meeting to review the behavior emergency report, determine
if there is a necessity for a functional behavioral assessment, and to determine an interim plan. If the student
already has a BIP, the IEP team shall review and modify the BIP if a new serious behavior has been
exhibited or existing behavioral interventions have proven to be ineffective. CONTRACTOR shall schedule
with LEA an IEP meeting within two (2) days.
Pursuant to Education Code section 56521.2, CONTRACTOR shall not authorize, order, consent to, or pay
for the following interventions, or any other interventions similar to or like the following:
(1) Any intervention that is designed to, or likely to, cause physical pain, including, but not limited to,
electric-shock (2) An intervention that involves the release of noxious, toxic, or otherwise unpleasant
sprays, mists, or substances in proximity to the face of the individual. (3) An intervention that denies
adequate sleep, food, water, shelter, bedding, physical comfort, or access to bathroom facilities. (4) An
intervention that is designed to subject, used to subject, or likely to subject, the individual to verbal abuse,
ridicule, or humiliation, or that can be expected to cause excessive emotional trauma. (5) Restrictive
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interventions that employ a device, material, or objects that simultaneously immobilize all four extremities,
including the procedure known as prone containment, except that prone containment or similar techniques
may be used by trained personnel as a limited emergency intervention. (6) Locked seclusion, unless it is in
a facility otherwise licensed or permitted by state law to use a locked room. (7) An intervention that
precludes adequate supervision of the individual. (8) An intervention that deprives the individual of one or
more of his or her senses. (b) In the case of a child whose behavior impedes the child’s learning or that of
others, the individualized education program team shall consider the use of positive behavioral
interventions and supports, and other strategies, to address that behavior, consistent with Section
1414(d)(3)(B)(i) and (d)(4) of Title 20 of the United States Code and associated federal regulations.
All restraint practices must be reviewed and revised when they have an adverse effect on a student and are
used repeatedly for an individual child, either on multiple occasions within the same classroom or multiple
uses by the same individual. CONTRACTOR shall notify the student’s parent/guardian when any type of
physical or mechanical restraint or seclusion has been used. Upon the use of any type of physical or
mechanical restraint or seclusions of a District student, CONTRACTOR shall complete a BER per the
reporting and notification requirements listed above.
31.

STUDENT DISCIPLINE
CONTRACTOR shall maintain and abide by a written policy for student discipline that is consistent with
state and federal law and regulations. Using forms developed by the California Department of Education
or as otherwise mutually agreed upon by CONTRACTOR and LEA, CONTRACTOR shall provide LEA,
on a monthly basis, a written report of all incidents in which a statutory offense is committed by any LEA
student, regardless if it results in a disciplinary action of suspension or expulsion. This includes all statutory
offenses as described in Education Codes 48900 and 48915.CONTRACTOR shall also include incidents
resulting in the use of a behavioral restraint and/or seclusion even if they were not a result of a violation of
Education Code Sections 48900 and 48915.
When CONTRACTOR seeks to remove a student from his/her current educational placement for
disciplinary reasons, CONTRACTOR shall immediately submit a written discipline report to the LEA.
Written discipline reports shall include, but not be limited to: the student’s name; the time, date, and
description of the misconduct; the disciplinary action taken by CONTRACTOR; and the rationale for such
disciplinary action. A copy of the student’s behavior plan, if any, shall be submitted with the written
discipline report. CONTRACTOR and LEA agree to participate in a manifestation determination at an
IEP meeting no later than the tenth (10th) day of suspension.

32.

IEP TEAM MEETINGS
An IEP team meeting shall be convened at least annually to evaluate: (1) the educational progress of each
student placed with CONTRACTOR, including all state assessment results pursuant to the requirements of
Education Code section 52052; (2) whether or not the needs of the student continue to be best met at the
NPS; and (3) whether changes to the student’s IEP are necessary, including whether the student may be
transitioned to a public school setting. (California Education Code sections 56366 (a) (2) (B) (i) and (ii))
and pursuant to California Education Code section 56345 (b) (4).)
If the LEA student is to be transferred from a NPS setting into a regular class setting in a public school for
any part of the school day, the IEP team shall document, if appropriate, a description of activities provided
to integrate the student into the regular education program, including the nature of each activity as well as
the time spent on the activity each day or week and a description of the activities provided to support the
transition of the student from the special education program into the regular education program. Each
student shall be allowed to provide confidential input to any representative of his or her IEP team. Except
as otherwise provided in the Master Contract, CONTRACTOR and LEA shall participate in all IEP team
meetings regarding students for whom ISAs have been or may be executed. At any time during the term
of this Master Contract, the parent, the CONTRACTOR or the LEA may request a review of the student’s
IEP, subject to all procedural safeguards required by law, including reasonable notice given to, and
participation of, the CONTRACTOR in the meeting. Every effort shall be made to schedule IEP team
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meetings at a time and place that is mutually convenient to parent, CONTRACTOR and LEA.
CONTRACTOR shall provide to LEA assessments and written assessment reports by service providers
upon request and/or pursuant to LEA policy and procedures. It is understood that attendance at an IEP
meeting is part of CONTRACTOR’S professional responsibility and is not a billable service under this
Master Contract.
It is understood that the CONTRACTOR shall utilize the approved electronic IEP system of the LEA for
all IEP planning and progress reporting at the LEA’s discretion. The LEA or SELPA may provide training
for any CONTRACTOR to ensure access to the approved system. The CONTRACTOR shall maintain
confidentiality of all IEP data on the approved system and shall protect the password requirements of the
system. When a student dis-enrolls from the NPS/NPA, the NPS/NPA and LEA shall discontinue use of
the approved system for that student.
Changes in any student’s educational program, including instruction, services, or instructional setting
provided under this Master Contract, may only be made on the basis of revisions to the student’s IEP. In
the event that the CONTRACTOR believes the student requires a change of placement, the
CONTRACTOR may request a review of the student’s IEP for the purposes of consideration of a change
in the student’s placement. Student is entitled to remain in the last agreed upon and implemented placement
unless parent agrees otherwise or an Interim Alternative Educational Setting is deemed lawful and
appropriate by LEA or OAH consistent with Section 1415 (k)(1)(7) of Title 20 of the United States Code.
33.

SURROGATE PARENTS AND FOSTER YOUTH
CONTRACTOR shall comply with LEA surrogate parent assignments. Surrogate parents shall serve as
the child’s parent and have all the rights relative to the student's education that a parent has under
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act pursuant to 20 USC 1414-1482 and 34 CFR 300.1300.756. A pupil in foster care shall be defined pursuant to California Education Code section
42238.01(b). The LEA shall annually notify the CONTRACTOR who the LEA has designated as the
educational liaison for foster children. When a pupil in foster care is enrolled in a NPS by the LEA any time
after the completion of the pupil’s second year of high school, the CONTRACTOR shall schedule the pupil
in courses leading towards graduation based on the diploma requirements of the LEA unless provided notice
otherwise in writing pursuant to Section 51225.1.

34.

DUE PROCESS PROCEEDINGS
CONTRACTOR shall fully participate in special education due process proceedings including mediations
and hearings, as requested by LEA. Participation further includes the willingness to make
CONTRACTOR’s staff available for witness preparation and testimony as is necessary to facilitate a due
process hearing. CONTRACTOR shall also fully participate in the investigation and provision of
documentation related to any complaint filed with the State of California, the Office of Civil Rights, or any
other state and/or federal governmental body or agency. Full participation shall include, but in no way be
limited to, cooperating with LEA representatives to provide complete answers raised by any investigator
and/or the immediate provision of any and all documentation that pertains to the operation of
CONTRACTOR’s program and/or the implementation of a particular student’s IEP/Individual and Family
Service Plan (“IFSP”).

35.

COMPLAINT PROCEDURES
CONTRACTOR shall maintain and adhere to its own written procedures for responding to parent
complaints. These procedures shall include annually notifying and providing parents of students with
appropriate information (including complaint forms) for the following: (1) Uniform Complaint Procedures
pursuant to Title 5 of the California Code of Regulations section 4600 et seq.; (2) Nondiscrimination policy
pursuant to Title 5 of the California Code of Regulations section 4960 (a); (3) Sexual Harassment Policy,
California Education Code 231.5 (a) (b) (c); (4) Title IX Student Grievance Procedure, Title IX 106.8 (a)
(d) and 106.9 (a); and (5) Notice of Privacy Practices in compliance with Health Insurance Portability and
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Accountability Act (“HIPAA”). CONTRACTOR shall include verification of these procedures to the LEA.
CONTRACTOR shall immediately notify LEA of any complaints filed against it related to LEA students
and provide LEA with all documentation related to the complaints and/or its investigation of complaints,
including any and all reports generated as a result of an investigation.
36.

STUDENT PROGRESS REPORTS/REPORT CARDS AND ASSESSMENTS
Unless LEA requests in writing that progress reports be provided on a monthly basis, CONTRACTOR shall
provide to parents at least four (4) written progress reports/report cards. At a minimum, progress reports
shall include progress over time towards IEP goals and objectives. A copy of the progress reports/report
cards shall be maintained at the CONTRACTOR’s place of business and shall be submitted to the LEA and
LEA student’s parent(s) quarterly.
The CONTRACTOR shall also provide an LEA representative access to supporting documentation used to
determine progress on any goal or objective, including but not limited to log sheets, observation notes, data
sheets, pre/post tests, rubrics and other similar data collection used to determine progress or lack of progress
on approved goals, objectives, transition plans or behavior intervention plans. The LEA may request such
data at any time within five (5) years of the date of service. The CONTRACTOR shall provide this data
supporting progress within five (5) business days of request. Additional time may be granted as needed by
the LEA.
CONTRACTOR shall complete academic or other evaluations of the student ten (10) days prior to the
student’s annual or triennial review IEP team meeting for the purpose of reporting the student’s present
levels of performance at the IEP team meeting as required by state and federal laws and regulations and
pursuant to LEA policies, procedures, and/or practices. CONTRACTOR shall provide sufficient copies of
its reports, documents, and projected goals to share with members of the IEP team five (5) business days
prior to the IEP meeting. CONTRACTOR shall maintain supporting documentation such as test protocols
and data collection, which shall be made available to LEA within five (5) business days of request.
The CONTRACTOR is responsible for all evaluation costs regarding the updating of goals and objectives,
progress reporting and development of present levels of performance. All assessments resulting from an
assessment plan shall be provided by the LEA unless the LEA specifies in writing a request that
CONTRACTOR perform such additional assessment. Any assessment and/or evaluation costs may be
added to the ISA and/or approved separately by the LEA at the LEA’s sole discretion.
It is understood that all billable hours must be in direct services to pupils as specified in the ISA. For NPA
services, supervision provided by a qualified individual as specified in Title 5 Regulation, subsection 3065,
shall be determined as appropriate and included in the ISA. Supervision means the direct observation of
services, data review, case conferencing and program design consistent with professional standards for each
professional’s license, certification, or credential.
CONTRACTOR shall not charge the student’s parent(s) or LEA for the provision of progress reports, report
cards, evaluations conducted in order to obtain present levels of performance, interviews, and/or meetings.
It is understood that all billable hours have limits to those specified on the ISA consistent with the IEP. It
is understood that copies of data collection notes, forms, charts and other such data are part of the pupil’s
record and shall be made available to the LEA upon written request.

37.

TRANSCRIPTS
When CONTRACTOR is a NPS, CONTRACTOR shall prepare transcripts at the close of each semester,
or upon student transfer, for students in grades nine (9) through twelve (12) inclusive, and submit them on
LEA approved forms to the student’s school of residence for evaluation of progress toward completion of
diploma requirements as specified in LEA Procedures. CONTRACTOR shall submit to the LEA names of
students and their schools of residence for whom transcripts have been submitted as specified by the LEA.
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38.

STUDENT CHANGE OF RESIDENCE
Within five (5) school days from the date CONTRACTOR becomes aware of a student’s change of
residence, CONTRACTOR shall notify LEA, in writing, of the student’s change of residence as specified
in LEA Procedures. Upon enrollment, CONTRACTOR shall notify parents in writing of their obligation
to notify CONTRACTOR of the student’s change of residence. CONTRACTOR shall maintain, and
provide upon request by LEA, documentation of such notice to parents.
If CONTRACTOR had knowledge or should reasonably have had knowledge of the student’s change of
residence boundaries and CONTRACTOR fails to follow the procedures specified in this provision, LEA
shall not be responsible for the costs of services delivered following the student’s change of residence.

39.

WITHDRAWAL OF STUDENT FROM PROGRAM
CONTRACTOR shall immediately report electronically and in writing to the LEA within five (5) business
days when an LEA student is withdrawn without prior notice from school and/or services, including
student’s change of residence to a residence outside of LEA service boundaries, and student’s discharge
against professional advice from a NPS/RTC.

40.

PARENT ACCESS
CONTRACTOR shall provide for reasonable parental access to students and all facilities including, but not
limited to, the instructional setting, recreational activity areas, meeting rooms and student living quarters.
CONTRACTOR shall comply with any known court orders regarding parental visits and access to LEA
students.
CONTRACTOR operating programs associated with a NPS/RTC shall cooperate with a parent’s reasonable
request for LEA student therapeutic visits in their home or at the NPS/RTC. CONTRACTOR shall require
that parents obtain prior written authorization for therapeutic visits from the CONTRACTOR and the LEA
at least thirty (30) days in advance. CONTRACTOR shall facilitate all parent travel and accommodations
and for providing travel information to the parent as appropriate. Payment by LEA for approved travelrelated expenses shall be made directly through the LEA consistent with LEA Procedures.
CONTRACTOR providing services in the student’s home as specified in the IEP shall ensure that at least
one parent of the child, or an adult caregiver with written and signed authorization to make decisions in an
emergency, is present. The names of any adult caregiver other than the parent shall be provided to the LEA
prior to the start of any home based services, including written and signed authorization in emergency
situations. The parent shall inform the LEA of any changes of caregivers and provide written authorization
for emergency situation. The adult caregiver cannot also be an employee or volunteer associated with the
NPS/NPA service provider.
All problems and/or concerns reported to parents, both verbal and written, shall also be provided, in writing,
to the LEA.

41.

LICENSED CHILDREN’S INSTITUTION (“LCI”) CONTRACTORS AND RESIDENTIAL
TREATMENT CENTER (“RTC”) CONTRACTORS
If CONTRACTOR is a LCI, CONTRACTOR shall adhere to all legal requirements regarding educational
placements for LCI students as stated in Education Code 56366 (a) (2) (C), 56366.9 (c) (1), Health and
Safety Code section 1501.1(b), AB 1858 (2004), AB490 (Chapter 862, Statutes of 2003), AB 1261 (2005),
AB 1166 Chapter 171 (2015), AB 167 Chapter 224 (2010), AB 216 Chapter 324 (2013), AB 379 Chapter
772 (2015), AB 1012 Chapter 703 (2015), and the procedures set forth in the LEA Procedures. An LCI
shall not require that a pupil be placed in its NPS as a condition of being placed in its residential facility.
If CONTRACTOR is a NPS/RTC, CONTRACTOR shall adhere to all legal requirements under the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), 20 U.S.C. section 1412(a)(1)(A) and Education Code
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section 56000, et seq.; amended and reorganized by the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Improvement Act of 2004 (IDEIA), 20 U.S.C. section 1401(29); Education Code section 56031; Cal. Code
Regs., Title 5, section 3001 et seq., regarding the provision of counseling services, including residential
care for students to receive a FAPE as set forth in the LEA student’s IEPs. CONTRACTOR shall meet all
monitoring requirements as noted in Section 43 below.
If CONTRACTOR is a NPS that is owned, operated by, or associated with a LCI, CONTRACTOR shall
provide to LEA, on a quarterly basis, a list of all students, including those identified as eligible for special
education. For those identified as special education students, the list shall include: 1) special education
eligibility at the time of enrollment and; 2) the educational placement and services specified in each
student’s IEP at the time of enrollment. A copy of the current IEP shall be provided to the LEA.
Unless placement is made pursuant to an Office of Administrative Hearings order or a lawfully executed
agreement between LEA and parent, LEA is not responsible for the costs associated with NPS placement
until the date on which an IEP team meeting is convened, the IEP team determines that a NPS placement
is appropriate, and the IEP is signed by the student’s parent or another adult with educational decisionmaking rights.
In addition to meeting the certification requirements of the State of California, a CONTRACTOR that
operates a program outside of this State shall be certified or licensed by that state to provide, respectively,
special education and related services and designated instruction and related services to pupils under the
federal Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (20 U.S.C. Sec. 1400 et seq.).
42.

STATE MEAL MANDATE
When CONTRACTOR is a NPS, CONTRACTOR and LEA shall satisfy the State Meal Mandate under
California Education Code sections 49530, 49530.5 and 49550.

43.

MONITORING
When CONTRACTOR is a NPS, the LEA (or SELPA) shall conduct at least one onsite monitoring visit
during each school year to the NPS at which the LEA has a pupil attending and with which it maintains a
master contract. The monitoring visit shall include, but is not limited to, a review of services provided to
the pupil through the ISA between the LEA and the NPS, a review of progress the pupil is making toward
the goals set forth in the pupil’s individualized education program, a review of progress the pupil is making
toward the goals set forth in the pupil’s behavioral intervention plan, if applicable, an observation of the
pupil during instruction, and a walkthrough of the facility. The LEA (or SELPA) shall report the findings
resulting from the monitoring visit to the California Department of Education within 60 calendar days of
the onsite visit.
The LEA (or SELPA) shall conduct an onsite visit to the NPS before placement of a pupil if the LEA does
not have any pupils enrolled at the school at the time of placement.
CONTRACTOR shall allow LEA representatives access to its facilities for additional periodic monitoring
of each student’s instructional program. LEA shall have access to observe each student at work, observe
the instructional setting, interview CONTRACTOR, and review each student’s records and progress. Such
access shall include unannounced monitoring visits. When making site visits, LEA shall initially report to
CONTRACTOR's site administrative office. CONTRACTOR shall be invited to participate in the review
of each student’s progress.
If CONTRACTOR is also an LCI and/or NPS/RTC, the CDE shall annually evaluate whether
CONTRACTOR is in compliance with Education Code section 56366.9 and Health and Safety Code section
1501.1(b).
The State Superintendent of Public Instruction (“Superintendent”) shall monitor CONTRACTOR’S
facilities, the educational environment, and the quality of the educational program, including the teaching
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staff, the credentials authorizing service, the standards-based core curriculum being employed, and the
standard focused instructional materials used on a three-year cycle, as follows: (1) CONTRACTOR shall
complete a self-review in year one; (2) the Superintendent shall conduct an onsite review in year two; and
(3) the Superintendent shall conduct a follow-up visit in year three.
CONTRACTOR shall participate in any LEA or CDE compliance review, if applicable, to be conducted as
aligned with the CDE Onsite Review and monitoring cycle in accordance with California Education Code
section 56366.1(j). This review will address programmatic aspects of the NPS, compliance with relevant
state and federal regulations, and Master Contract compliance. CONTRACTOR shall conduct any followup or corrective action procedures related to review findings.
CONTRACTOR understands that LEA reserves the right to institute a program audit with or without cause.
The program audit may include, but is not limited to, a review of core compliance areas of health and safety;
curriculum/instruction; related services; and contractual, legal, and procedural compliance.
When CONTRACTOR is a NPS, CONTRACTOR shall collect all applicable data and prepare the
applicable portion of a School Accountability Report Card as appropriate in accordance with California
Education Code Section 33126.

PERSONNEL
44.

CLEARANCE REQUIREMENTS
CONTRACTOR shall comply with the requirements of California Education Code sections 44237,
35021.1, 35021.2, and 56366.1 including, but not limited to: obtaining clearance from both the California
Department of Justice (hereinafter referred to as “CDOJ”) and clearance from the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (hereinafter referred to as "FBI") for CONTRACTOR’s employees and volunteers who will
have or likely may have any direct contact with LEA students. CONTRACTOR hereby agrees that
CONTRACTOR’s employees and volunteers shall not come in contact with students until CDOJ and FBI
clearance are ascertained. CONTRACTOR shall certify in writing to LEA that none of its employees, and
volunteers, unless CONTRACTOR determines that the volunteers will have no direct contact with students,
or subcontractors who may come into contact with students have been convicted of a violent or serious
felony as those terms are defined in California Education Code section 44237(h), unless despite the
employee’s conviction of a violent or serious felony, he or she has met the criteria to be eligible for
employment pursuant to California Education Code section 44237 (i) or (j). Contractor shall certify to LEA
that they have successful background checks and enrolled in subsequent arrest notification service for all
employees who may come into contact with students.
Notwithstanding the restrictions on sharing and destroying criminal background check information,
CONTRACTOR, upon demand, shall make available to the LEA evidence of a successful criminal
background check clearance and enrollment in subsequent arrest notification service, as provided, for each
owner, operator, and employee of the NPS/A. CONTRACTOR is required to retain the evidence on-site,
as specified, for all staff, including those licensed or credentialed by another state agency. Background
clearances and proof of subsequent arrest notification service, as required by California Penal Code section
11105.2, for all staff shall be provided to the LEA upon request.

45.

STAFF QUALIFICATIONS
CONTRACTOR shall ensure that all individuals employed, contracted, and/or otherwise hired by
CONTRACTOR to provide classroom and/or individualized instruction or related services hold a license,
certificate, permit, or other document equivalent to that which staff in a public school are required to hold
in the service rendered consistent with Education Code section 56366.1(n)(1) and are qualified pursuant to
Title 34 of the Code of Federal Regulations sections 200.56 and 200.58, and Title 5 of the California Code
of Regulations sections 3001(y), 3064 and 3065. Such qualified staff may only provide related services
within the scope of their professional license, certification or credential and ethical standards set by each
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profession, and not assume responsibility or authority for another related services provider or special
education teacher’s scope of practice.
CONTRACTOR shall ensure that all staff are appropriately credentialed to provide instruction and services
to students with the disabling conditions placed in their program/school through documentation provided
to the CDE (5 CCR 3064 (a)).

When CONTRACTOR is a NPS, an appropriately qualified person shall serve as curricular and
instructional leader, and be able to provide leadership, oversight and professional development. The
administrator of the NPS holds or is in the process of obtaining one of the following: (A) An
administrative credential granted by an accredited postsecondary educational institution and two years of
experience with pupils with disabilities. (B) A pupil personnel services credential that authorizes school
counseling or psychology. (C) A license as a clinical social worker issued by the Board of Behavioral
Sciences. (D) A license in psychology regulated by the Board of Psychology. (E) A master’s degree
issued by an accredited postsecondary institution in education, special education, psychology, counseling,
behavioral analysis, social work, behavioral science, or rehabilitation. (F) A credential authorizing special
education instruction and at least two years of experience teaching in special education before becoming
an administrator. (G) A license as a marriage and family therapist certified by the Board of Behavioral
Sciences. (H) A license as an educational psychologist issued by the Board of Behavioral Sciences. (I) A
license as a professional clinical counselor issued by the Board of Behavioral Sciences. (California
Education Code Section 56366.1 (a)(5))

CONTRACTOR shall comply with personnel standards and qualifications regarding instructional aides and
teacher assistants respectively pursuant to federal requirements and California Education Code sections
45340 et seq. and 45350 et seq. Specifically, all paraprofessionals, including but not limited to,
instructional aides and teacher assistants, employed, contracted, and/or otherwise hired or subcontracted by
CONTRACTOR to provide classroom and/or individualized instruction or related services, shall possess a
high school diploma (or its recognized equivalent) and at least one of the following qualifications: (a)
completed at least two (2) years of study at an institution of higher education; or (b) obtained an associate’s
(or higher) degree; or (c) met a rigorous standard of quality and can demonstrate, through a formal state or
local assessment (i) knowledge of, and the ability to assist in instructing, reading, writing, and mathematics;
or (ii) knowledge of, and the ability to assist in instructing, reading readiness, writing readiness, and
mathematics readiness, as appropriate. CONTRACTOR shall comply with all laws and regulations
governing the licensed professions, including but not limited to, the provisions with respect to supervision.
In addition to meeting the certification requirements of the State of California, a CONTRACTOR that
operates a program outside of this state and serving a student by this LEA shall be certified or licensed by
that state to provide special education and related services to pupils under the federal Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (20 U.S.C. Sec. 1400 et seq.).
46.

VERIFICATION OF LICENSES, CREDENTIALS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS
CONTRACTOR shall submit to LEA a staff list, and copies of all current licenses, credentials,
certifications, permits and/or other documents which entitle the holder to provide special education and/or
related services by individuals employed, contracted, and/or otherwise hired or sub-contracted by
CONTRACTOR. CONTRACTOR shall ensure that all licenses, credentials, permits or other documents
are on file at the office of the County Superintendent of Schools. CONTRACTOR shall provide the LEA
with the verified dates of fingerprint clearance, Department of Justice clearance and Tuberculosis Test
clearance for all employees, approved subcontractors and/or volunteers prior to such individuals starting to
work with any student.
CONTRACTOR shall monitor the status of licenses, credentials, certifications, permits and/or other
documents for all individuals employed, contracted, and/or otherwise hired by CONTRACTOR.
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CONTRACTOR shall notify LEA and CDE in writing within forty-five (45) days when personnel changes
occur which may affect the provision of special education and/or related services to LEA students.
CONTRACTOR shall notify LEA within forty-five (45) days if any such licenses, certifications or waivers
are expired, suspended, revoked, rescinded, challenged pursuant to an administrative or legal complaint or
lawsuit, or otherwise nullified during the effective period of this Master Contract. The LEA shall not be
obligated to pay for any services provided by a person whose such licenses, certifications or waivers are
expired, suspended, revoked, rescinded, or otherwise nullified during the period which such person is
providing services under this Master Contract. Failure to notify the LEA and CDE of any changes in
credentialing/licensed staff may result in suspension or revocation of CDE certification and/or suspension
or termination of this Master Contract by the LEA.
47.

STAFF ABSENCE
When CONTRACTOR is a NPA and/or related services provider, and CONTRACTOR’s service provider
is absent, CONTRACTOR shall provide a qualified (as defined in Section 7 of this agreement and as
determined by LEA) substitute, unless LEA provides appropriate coverage in lieu of CONTRACTOR’s
service providers. It is understood that the parent of a student shall not be deemed to be a qualified substitute
for their student. LEA will not pay for services unless a qualified substitute is provided and/or
CONTRACTOR provides documentation evidencing the provision of “make-up” services by a qualified
service provider within thirty (30) calendar days from the date on which the services should have been
provided. CONTRACTOR shall not “bank” or “carry over” make up service hours under any
circumstances, unless otherwise agreed to in writing by CONTRACTOR and authorized LEA
representative.

48.

STAFF PROFESSIONAL BEHAVIOR WHEN PROVIDING SERVICES AT SCHOOL OR
SCHOOL RELATED EVENTS OR AT SCHOOL FACILITY AND/OR IN THE HOME
It is understood that all employees, subcontractors, and volunteers of any certified NPS/A shall adhere to
the customary professional and ethical standards when providing services. All practices shall only be within
the scope of professional responsibility as defined in the professional code of conduct for each profession
as well as any LEA professional standards as specified in Board policies and/or regulations when made
available to the CONTRACTOR.
For services provided on a public school campus, sign in/out procedures shall be followed by NPS/A
providers working in a public school classroom along with all other procedures for being on campus
consistent with school and district policy. Such policies and procedures shall be made available to the
CONTRACTOR upon request. It is understood that the public school credentialed classroom teacher is
responsible for the instructional program.
CONTRACTOR providing services outside of the student’s school as specified in the IEP shall ensure that
at least one parent of the child or an adult caregiver with written and signed authority to make decisions in
an emergency is present during provision of services. The names of any adult caregiver other than the
parent shall be provided to the LEA prior to the start of any home-based services, including written and
signed authorization in emergency situations. The adult caregiver cannot also be an employee or volunteer
associated with the NPS/NPA service provider. All problems and/or concerns reported by CONTRACTOR
to parents or guardians, in either verbal or written form, shall be reported to the LEA.

HEALTH AND SAFETY MANDATES
49.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
CONTRACTOR shall comply with all applicable federal, state, local, and LEA laws, regulations,
ordinances, policies, and procedures regarding student and employee health and safety. CONTRACTOR
shall comply with the requirements of California Education Code sections 35021 et. seq., 49406, and Health
and Safety Code Section 3454(a) regarding the examination of CONTRACTOR’s employees and
volunteers for tuberculosis. CONTRACTOR shall provide to LEA documentation for each individual
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volunteering, employed, contracted, and/or otherwise hired by CONTRACTOR of such compliance before
an individual comes in contact with a student.
CONTRACTOR shall comply with OSHA Blood-Borne Pathogens Standards, 29 code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) section 1910.1030, when providing medical treatment or assistance to a student.
CONTRACTOR further agrees to provide annual training regarding universal health care precautions and
to post required notices in areas designated in the California Health and Safety Code.
50.

FACILITIES AND FACILITIES MODIFICATIONS
CONTRACTOR shall provide special education and/or related services to students in facilities that comply
with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and ordinances related, but not limited to:
disability access; fire, health, sanitation, and building standards and safety; fire warning systems; zoning
permits; and occupancy capacity. When CONTRACTOR is a NPS, CONTRACTOR shall conduct fire
drills as required by Title 5 California Code of Regulations section 550. CONTRACTOR shall be
responsible for any structural changes and/or modifications to CONTRACTOR’s facilities as required
complying with applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and ordinances. Failure to notify the
LEA and CDE of any changes in, major modification or relocation of facilities may result in the suspension
or revocation of CDE certification and/or suspension or termination of this Master Contract by the LEA.

51.

ADMINISTRATION OF MEDICATION
CONTRACTOR shall comply with the requirements of California Education Code section 49423 when
CONTRACTOR serves a student that is required to take prescription and/or over-the-counter medication
during the school day. CONTRACTOR may designate personnel to assist the student with the
administration of such medication after the student’s parent(s) provides to CONTRACTOR: (a) a written
statement from a physician detailing the type, administration method, amount, and time schedules by which
such medication shall be taken; and (b) a written statement from the student’s parent(s) granting
CONTRACTOR permission to administer medication(s) as specified in the physician’s statement.
CONTRACTOR shall maintain, and provide to LEA upon request, copies of such written statements.
CONTRACTOR shall maintain a written log for each student to whom medication is administered. Such
written log shall specify the student’s name; the type of medication; the date, time, and amount of each
administration; and the name of CONTRACTOR’s employee who administered the medication.
CONTRACTOR maintains full responsibility for assuring appropriate staff training in the administration
of such medication consistent with physician’s written orders. Any change in medication type,
administration method, amount or schedule must be authorized by both a licensed physician and parent.

52.

INCIDENT/ACCIDENT REPORTING
CONTRACTOR shall submit within 24 hours, electronically, any accident or incident report to the LEA.
CONTRACTOR shall properly submit required accident or incident reports pursuant to the procedures
specified in LEA Procedures.

53.

CHILD ABUSE REPORTING
CONTRACTOR hereby agrees to annually train all staff members, including volunteers, so that they are
familiar with and agree to adhere to its own child and dependent adult abuse reporting obligations and
procedures as specified in California Penal Code section 11164 et seq. and Education Code 44691. To
protect the privacy rights of all parties involved (i.e., reporter, child and alleged abuser), reports will remain
confidential as required by law and professional ethical mandates. A written statement acknowledging the
legal requirements of such reporting and verification of staff adherence to such reporting shall be submitted
to the LEA.
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54.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
CONTRACTOR shall have a Sexual and Gender Identity harassment policy that clearly describes the kinds
of conduct that constitutes sexual harassment and that is prohibited by the CONTRACTOR’s policy, as
well as federal and state law. The policy should include procedures to make complaints without fear of
retaliation, and for prompt and objective investigations of all sexual harassment complaints.
CONTRACTOR further agrees to provide annual training to all employees regarding the laws concerning
sexual harassment and related procedures pursuant to Government Code 12950.1.

55.

REPORTING OF MISSING CHILDREN
CONTRACTOR assures LEA that all staff members, including volunteers, are familiar with and agree to
adhere to requirements for reporting missing children as specified in California Education Code section
49370. A written statement acknowledging the legal requirements of such reporting and verification of
staff adherence to such reporting shall be properly submitted to the LEA. The written statement shall be
submitted as specified by the LEA.

FINANCIAL
56.

ENROLLMENT, CONTRACTING, SERVICE TRACKING, ATTENDANCE REPORTING, AND
BILLING PROCEDURES
CONTRACTOR shall assure that the school or agency has the necessary financial resources to provide an
appropriate education for the students enrolled and will distribute those resources in such a manner to
implement the IEP and ISA for each and every student.
CONTRACTOR shall comply with all LEA procedures concerning enrollment, contracting, attendance
reporting, service tracking and billing including requirements of electronic billing as specified by the LEA
Procedures. CONTRACTOR shall be paid for the provision of special education and/or related services
specified in the student’s IEP and ISA. All payments by LEA shall be made in accordance with the terms
and conditions of this Master Contract and governed by all applicable federal and state laws.
CONTRACTOR shall maintain separate registers for the basic education program, each related service, and
services provided by instructional assistants, behavior intervention aides and bus aides. Original attendance
forms (i.e., roll books for the basic education program, service tracking documents and notes for
instructional assistants, behavioral intervention aides, bus aides, and each related service) shall be
completed by the actual service provider whose signature shall appear on such forms and shall be available
for review, inspection, or audit by LEA during the effective period of this contract and for a period of five
(5) years thereafter. CONTRACTOR shall verify the accuracy of minutes of reported attendance that is the
basis of services being billed for payment.
CONTRACTOR shall submit invoices and related documents to LEA for payment, for each calendar month
when education or related services were provided. Invoices and related documents shall be properly
submitted electronically and in addition, on an LEA form with signatures in the manner prescribed by LEA.
At a minimum, each invoice must contain the following information: month of service; specific days and
times of services coordinated by the LEA approved calendar unless otherwise specified in the IEP or agreed
to by the LEA; name of staff who provided the service; approved cost of each invoice; total for each service
and total for the monthly invoice; date invoice was mailed; signature of NPS/NPA administrator authorizing
that the information is accurate and consistent with the ISA, CDE certificates and staff notification;
verification that attendance report is attached as appropriate; indication of any made-up session consistent
with this contract; verification that progress reports have been provided consistent with the ISA (monthly
or quarterly unless specified otherwise on the ISA); and name or initials of each student for when the service
was provided.
In the event services were not provided, rationale for why the services were not provided shall be included.
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Such an invoice is subject to all conditions of this contract. At the discretion of the LEA, an electronic
invoice may be required provided such notice has been made in writing and training provided to the
CONTRACTOR at no additional charge for such training.
Invoices shall be submitted no later than thirty (30) days after the end of the attendance accounting period
in which the services were rendered. LEA shall make payment to CONTRACTOR based on the number
of billable days of attendance and hours of service at rates specified in this contract within forty-five (45)
days of LEA’s receipt of properly submitted hard copy of invoices prepared and submitted as specified in
California Education Code Section 56366.5 and the LEA. CONTRACTOR shall correct deficiencies and
submit rebilling invoices no later than thirty (30) calendar days after the invoice is returned by LEA. LEA
shall pay properly submitted re-billing invoices no later than forty-five (45) days after the date a completely
corrected re-billing invoice is received by LEA.
In no case shall initial payment claim submission for any Master Contract fiscal year (July through June)
extend beyond December 31st after the close of the fiscal year. In no case shall any rebilling for the Master
Contract fiscal year (July through June) extend beyond six (6) months after the close of the fiscal year
unless approved by the LEA to resolve billing issues including re-billing issues directly related to a delay
in obtaining information from the Commission on Teacher Credentialing regarding teacher qualification,
but no later than twelve (12) months from the close of the fiscal year. If the billing or re-billing error is the
responsibility of the LEA, then no limit is set provided that the LEA and CONTRACTOR have
communicated such concerns in writing during the 12-month period following the close of the fiscal year.
LEA will not pay mileage for NPA employee.
57.

RIGHT TO WITHHOLD PAYMENT
LEA may withhold payment to CONTRACTOR when: (a) CONTRACTOR has failed to perform, in whole
or in part, under the terms of this contract; (b) CONTRACTOR has billed for services rendered on days
other than billable days of attendance or for days when student was not in attendance and/or did not receive
services; (c) CONTRACTOR was overpaid by LEA as determined by inspection, review, and/or audit of
its program, work, and/or records; (d) CONTRACTOR has failed to provide supporting documentation
with an invoice, as required by EC 56366(c)(2); (e) education and/or related services are provided to
students by personnel who are not appropriately credentialed, licensed, or otherwise qualified; (f) LEA has
not received prior to school closure or contract termination, all documents concerning one or more students
enrolled in CONTRACTOR’s educational program; (g) CONTRACTOR fails to confirm a student’s
change of residence to another district or confirms the change or residence to another district, but fails to
notify LEA within five (5) days of such confirmation; or (h) CONTRACTOR receives payment from
Medi-Cal or from any other agency or funding source for a service provided to a student. It is understood
that no payments shall be made for any invoices that are not received by six (6) months following the close
of the prior fiscal year, for services provided in that year.
Final payment to CONTRACTOR in connection with the cessation of operations and/or termination of a
Master Contract will be subject to the same documentation standards described for all payment claims for
regular ongoing operations. In addition, final payment may be withheld by the LEA until completion of a
review or audit, if deemed necessary by the LEA. Such review or audit will be completed within ninety
(90) days. The final payment may be adjusted to offset any previous payments to the CONTRACTOR
determined to have been paid in error or in anticipation of correction of documentation deficiencies by the
CONTRACTOR that remain uncorrected.
The amount which may be withheld by LEA with respect to each of the subparagraphs of the preceding
paragraph are as follows: (a) the value of the service CONTRACTOR failed to perform; (b) the amount of
overpayment; (c) the entire amount of the invoice for which satisfactory documentation has not been
provided by CONTRACTOR; (d) the amount invoiced for services provided by the individual not
appropriately credentialed, licensed, or otherwise qualified; (e) the proportionate amount of the invoice
related to the applicable pupil for the time period from the date the violation occurred and until the violation
is cured; or (f) the amount paid to CONTRACTOR by Medi-Cal or another agency or funding source for
the service provided to the student.
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If LEA determines that cause exists to withhold payment to CONTRACTOR, LEA shall, within ten (10)
business days of this determination, provide to CONTRACTOR written notice that LEA is withholding
payment. Such notice shall specify the basis or bases for LEA’s withholding payment and the amount to
be withheld. Within thirty (30) days from the date of receipt of such notice, CONTRACTOR shall take all
necessary and appropriate action to correct the deficiencies that form the basis for LEA’s withholding
payment or submit a written request for extension of time to correct the deficiencies. Upon receipt of
CONTRACTOR’s written request showing good cause, LEA shall extend CONTRACTOR’s time to
correct deficiencies (usually an additional thirty (30) days), otherwise payment will be denied.
If after subsequent request for payment has been denied and CONTRACTOR believes that payment should
not be withheld, CONTRACTOR shall send written notice to LEA specifying the reason it believes
payment should not be withheld. LEA shall respond to CONTRACTOR’s notice within thirty (30) business
days by indicating that a warrant for the amount of payment will be made or stating the reason LEA believes
payment should not be made. If LEA fails to respond within thirty (30) business days or a dispute regarding
the withholding of payment continues after the LEA’s response to CONTRACTOR’s notice,
CONTRACTOR may invoke the following escalation policy.
After forty-five (45) business days: The CONTRACTOR may notify the Authorized LEA’s Representative
of the dispute in writing. The LEA Authorized Representative shall respond to the CONTRACTOR in
writing within fifteen (15) business days.
After sixty (60) business days: Disagreements between the LEA and CONTRACTOR concerning the
Master Contract may be appealed to the County Superintendent of Schools or the State Superintendent of
Public Instruction pursuant to the provisions of California Education Code Section 56366(c) (2).
58.

PAYMENT FROM OUTSIDE AGENCIES
CONTRACTOR shall notify LEA when Medi-Cal or any other agency is billed for the costs associated
with the provision of special education and/or related services to students. Upon request, CONTRACTOR
shall provide to LEA any and all documentation regarding reports, billing, and/or payment by Medi-Cal or
any other agency for the costs associated with the provision of special education and/or related services to
students.

59.

PAYMENT FOR ABSENCES
NONPUBLIC SCHOOL STAFF ABSENCE
Whenever a classroom teacher employed by CONTRACTOR is absent, CONTRACTOR shall provide an
appropriately credentialed substitute teacher in the absent teacher’s classroom in accordance with California
Education Code section 56061. CONTRACTOR shall provide to LEA documentation of substitute
coverage pursuant to the LEA Procedures. Substitute teachers shall remain with their assigned class during
all instructional time. LEA will not pay for instruction and/or services unless said instruction or service is
provided by an appropriately credentialed substitute teacher.
Whenever a related service provider is absent, CONTRACTOR shall provide a qualified (as defined in
Section 7 of this agreement and as determined by LEA) substitute. LEA will not pay for services unless a
qualified substitute is provided and/or CONTRACTOR provides documentation evidencing the provision
of “make-up” services by a qualified service provider within thirty (30) calendar days from the date on
which the services should have been provided unless otherwise agreed in student’s IEP.
NONPUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENT ABSENCE
If CONTRACTOR is a NPS, no later than the tenth (10th) cumulative day of a student’s unexcused absence,
CONTRACTOR shall notify the LEA of such absence as specified in the LEA Procedures.
Criteria for a billable day for payment purposes is one (1) day of attendance as defined in California
Education Code, sections 46010, 46010.3 and 46307. LEA shall not pay for services provided on days
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that a student’s attendance does not qualify for Average Daily Attendance (ADA) reimbursement under
state law. Per Diem rates for students whose IEPs authorize less than a full instructional day may be
adjusted on a pro rata basis in accordance with the actual proportion of the school day the student was
served. LEA shall not be responsible for payment of related services for days on which a student’s
attendance does not qualify for Average Daily Attendance (“ADA”) reimbursement under state law, nor
shall student be eligible for make-up services.
NONPUBLIC AGENCY STAFF ABSENCE
When CONTRACTOR is a NPA and CONTRACTOR’s service provider is absent, CONTRACTOR shall
provide a qualified (as defined in Section 7 of this agreement and as determined by LEA) substitute, unless
LEA provides appropriate coverage in lieu of CONTRACTOR’s service providers. LEA shall not pay for
services unless a qualified substitute is provided and/or CONTRACTOR provides documentation
evidencing the provision of “make-up” services by a qualified service provider within thirty (30) calendar
days from the date on which the services should have been provided. CONTRACTOR shall not “bank” or
“carry over” make up service hours under any circumstances, unless otherwise agreed to in writing by
CONTRACTOR and LEA. In the event services were not provided, reasons for why the services were not
provided shall be included.
NONPUBLIC AGENCY STUDENT ABSENCE
If CONTRACTOR is a NPA, it shall notify LEA of the absence of a student no later than the fifth (5th)
consecutive service day of the student’s absence. LEA shall not be responsible for the payment of services
when a student is absent.
60.

LEA and/or NONPUBLIC SCHOOL CLOSURE DUE TO EMERGENCY
The following shall apply in the event of a LEA or NPS school closure due to an emergency consistent with
guidelines followed by LEAs under Education Code Section 41422:
a. If CONTRACTOR remains open during an emergency and serves students appropriately as delineated
in the ISA, CONTRACTOR shall receive payment, regardless of whether a sending LEA is open or
closed.
b. NPS School Closure- If the LEA is able to obtain alternative placement for the student,
CONTRACTOR shall not receive payment for days the student is not in attendance due to school
closure. If the LEA is unable to obtain an alternative placement, CONTRACTOR shall receive payment
consistent with the signed ISA, as though the student were continuing in their regular attendance, until
alternative placement can be found.
c. LEA and NPS School Closure- On days the LEA is funded, CONTRACTOR shall receive payment
consistent with the signed ISA, until alternative placement can be found. If the LEA is able to obtain
alternative placement for the student, CONTRACTOR shall not receive payment for days the student
is not in attendance due to school closure.
When the emergency school closure is lifted, CONTRACTOR shall notify the LEAs it serves of any lost
instructional minutes. CONTRACTOR and LEAs shall work collaboratively to determine the need for
make-up days or service changes, and shall work together to amend IEP and ISA paperwork as
appropriate.

61.

INSPECTION AND AUDIT
The CONTRACTOR shall maintain and the LEA shall have the right to examine and audit all of the books,
records, documents, accounting procedures and practices and other evidence that reflect all costs claimed
to have been incurred or fees claimed to have been earned under this Agreement.
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CONTRACTOR shall provide access to LEA to all records including, but not limited to: student records
as defined by California Education Code section 49061(b); registers and roll books of teachers; daily service
logs and notes or other documents used to record the provision of related services; Medi-Cal/daily service
logs and notes used to record provision of services provided by instructional assistants, behavior
intervention aides, bus aides, and supervisors; absence verification records (parent/doctor notes, telephone
logs, and related documents); bus rosters; staff lists specifying credentials held, business licenses held,
documents evidencing other qualifications, , dates of hire, and dates of termination; staff time sheets; nonpaid staff and volunteer sign-in sheets; transportation and other related service subcontracts; school
calendars; bell/class schedules when applicable; liability and worker’s compensation insurance policies;
state NPS/A certifications; by-laws; lists of current board of directors/trustees, if incorporated; other
documents evidencing financial expenditures; federal/state payroll quarterly reports Form 941/DE3DP; and
bank statements and canceled checks or facsimile thereof. Such access shall include unannounced
inspections by LEA. CONTRACTOR shall make available to LEA all budgetary information including
operating budgets submitted by CONTRACTOR to LEA for the relevant contract period being audited.
CONTRACTOR shall make all records available at the office of LEA or CONTRACTOR’s offices (to be
specified by LEA) at all reasonable times and without charge. All records shall be provided to LEA within
five (5) working days of a written request from LEA. CONTRACTOR shall, at no cost to LEA, provide
assistance for such examination or audit. LEA’s rights under this section shall also include access to
CONTRACTOR’s offices for purposes of interviewing CONTRACTOR’s employees. If any document or
evidence is stored in an electronic form, a hard copy shall be made available to the LEA, unless the LEA
agrees to the use of the electronic format.
CONTRACTOR shall obtain from its subcontractors and suppliers written agreements to the requirements
of this section and shall provide a copy of such agreements to LEA upon request by LEA.
If an inspection, review, or audit by LEA, a state agency, a federal agency, and/or an independent
agency/firm determines that CONTRACTOR owes LEA monies as a result of CONTRACTOR’s over
billing or failure to perform, in whole or in part, any of its obligations under this Master Contract, LEA
shall provide to CONTRACTOR written notice demanding payment from CONTRACTOR and specifying
the basis or bases for such demand. Unless CONTRACTOR and LEA otherwise agree in writing,
CONTRACTOR shall pay to LEA the full amount owed as a result of CONTRACTOR’s over billing and/or
failure to perform, in whole or in part, any of its obligations under this Master Contract, as determined by
an inspection, review, or audit by LEA, a state agency, a federal agency, and/or an independent agency/firm.
CONTRACTOR shall make such payment to LEA within thirty (30) days of receipt of LEA’s written notice
demanding payment.
62.

RATE SCHEDULE
The attached rate schedule (Exhibit A) limits the number of students that may be enrolled and maximum
dollar amount of the contract. It may also limit the maximum number of students that can be provided
specific services. Per Diem rates for students whose IEPs authorize less than a full instructional day may
be adjusted proportionally. In such cases only, the adjustments in basic education rate shall be based on
the required minimum number of minutes per grade level as noted in California Education Code Section
46200-46208.
Special education and/or related services offered by CONTRACTOR shall be provided by qualified
personnel as per State and Federal law, and the codes and charges for such educational and/or related
services during the term of this contract, shall be as stated in Exhibit A.

63.

DEBARMENT CERTIFICATION
By signing this agreement, the CONTRACTOR certifies that:
(a)

The CONTRACTOR and any of its shareholders, partners, or executive officers are not presently
debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, or declared ineligible for the award of contracts by
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any Federal agency, and
(b)

Have not, within a three-year period preceding this contract, been convicted of or had a civil
judgment rendered against them for: commission of fraud or a criminal offense in connection with
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a Federal, state or local government contract or
subcontract; violation of Federal or state antitrust statutes relating to the submission of offers; or
commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of records, making
false statements, tax evasion, or receiving stolen property; and are not presently indicted for, or
otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a Government entity with, commission of any of these
offenses.
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The parties hereto have executed this Contract by and through their duly authorized agents or
representatives. This contract is effective on the
1st day of July, 2021 and terminates at 5:00 P.M. on
June 30, 2022, unless sooner terminated as provided herein.
CONTRACTOR

LEA

McColgan & Associates
___________________________________
Nonpublic School/Agency

Learning for Life Charter School
______________________________________
LEA Name

By: ________________________________
Signature
Date

By:

Scott McColgan
Name and Title of Authorized
Representative

Kenneth Lawrence-Emanuel
Signature

Kenneth Lawrence-Emanuel, Executive Director
Name and Title of Authorized
Representative

Notices to CONTRACTOR shall be addressed to:

Notices to LEA shall be addressed to:

Kenneth Lawrence-Emanuel, Executive Director
Name and Title
Learning for Life Charter School

Name and Title
Nonpublic School/Agency/Related Service Provider

LEA
3180 Imjin Rd, Suite 110

Address

Address
Marina

City
Phone
Email

8/20/2021
Date

State
Fax

Zip

CA

City
(831) 582-9820
Phone
kennethl@lflcs.org

93933

State
Zip
(831) 582-9825
Fax

Email

Additional LEA Notification
(Required if completed)

Name and Title
Address
City
Phone

State

Zip

Fax

Email
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EXHIBIT A: 2021-2022 RATES
4.1

RATE SCHEDULE FOR CONTRACT YEAR

The CONTRACTOR: McColgan & Associates
The CONTRACTOR CDS NUMBER: 9900091
PER ED CODE 56366 – TEACHER-TO-PUPIL RATIO: N/A
Maximum Contract Amount: $10,000
Education service(s) offered by the CONTRACTOR and the charges for such service(s) during the term of this contract shall be as follows:
1)

Daily Basic Education Rate:

2)

Inclusive Education Program
(Includes Educational Counseling (not ed related mental health) services, Speech & Language services, Behavior Intervention
Planning, and Occupational Therapy as specified on the student’s IEP.) DAILY RATE:

3)

Related Services

SERVICE

RATE

PERIOD

Intensive Individual Services (340)
Language and Speech (415)

$125.00 per hr

SY 2021-22

Adapted Physical Education (425)
Health and Nursing: Specialized Physical Health Care (435)
Health and Nursing: Other Services (436)
Assistive Technology Services (445)
Occupational Therapy (450)
Physical Therapy (460)
Individual Counseling (510)
Counseling and Guidance (515)
Parent Counseling (520)
Social Work Services (525)
Psychological Services (530)
Behavior Intervention Services (535)
Specialized Services for Low Incidence Disabilities (610)
Specialized Deaf and Hard of Hearing (710)
Interpreter Services (715)
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Audiological Services (720)
Specialized Vision Services (725)
Orientation and Mobility (730)
Specialized Orthopedic Services (740)
Reader Services (745)
Transcription Services (755)
Recreation Services, Including Therapeutic (760)
College Awareness (820)
Work Experience Education (850)
Job Coaching (855)
Mentoring (860)
Travel Training (870)
Other Transition Services (890)
Other (900)
Other (900)
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VIII.

RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF
LEARNING FOR LIFE CHARTER SCHOOL

(a California Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation)
A RESOLUTION of the Learning for Life Charter School Board of Directors
Certifying the rigor and educational quality of
Learning for Life Charter School’s courses.

IT IS CERTIFIED that Learning for Life Charter School’s courses are of the same rigor
and educational quality as equivalent classroom-based courses, are aligned to all relevant
local and state content standards, and have, as listed in Attachment A, the indicated
duration, number of equivalent daily instructional minutes, number of equivalent total
instructional minutes, and number of course credits.

ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of Learning for Life Charter School, a nonprofit
public benefit corporation, at a regular meeting thereof on the 26th day of August, 2021.
AYES:
NOES:
RECUSE:

*

*

*

I, Alfrieda Wilkins, am Secretary of Learning for Life Charter School. I hereby
certify that the foregoing is a true copy of a resolution duly and legally adopted by
the Board of Directors on August 26, 2021, and that this resolution has not been revoked.
Date: _______________

____________________________________
Alfrieda Wilkins, Secretary
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Annual certification of course rigor and educational quality
Attachment A
A-G courses are in bold

AP = Advanced Placement

CA = California

MS = Middle School

CC = Common Core

IS = Independent Study
Equiv
Equiv
daily instr total instr
min
minutes

Subject
Area

Course

Credits Duration

English

Indep Study Reading

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Language

Foundational Reading A

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Arts

Foundational Reading B

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Basic Reading A

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Basic Reading B

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Intermediate Reading A

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Intermediate Reading B

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Advanced Reading A

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Advanced Reading B

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-CC ELA 7

10

4 quarters

52

9,000

CA-CC ELA 8

10

4 quarters

52

9,000

CA-CC ELA 9

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-CC ELA 9 Honors

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-CC ELA 10

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-CC ELA 10 Honors

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-CC ELA 11

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-CC ELA 11 Honors

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

English Language Development

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Expository Read/Writing

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-CC ELA 12

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

AP English Language

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

AP English Literature

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Equiv
Equiv
daily instr total instr
min
minutes

Subject
Area

Course

Credits Duration

Math

Foundational Math A

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Foundational Math B

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Basic Math A

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Basic Math B

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Basic Math C

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Basic Math D

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Intermediate Math A

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Intermediate Math B

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Intermediate Math C

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Intermediate Math D

10

4 quarters

62

10,800
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Advanced Math A

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Advanced Math B

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Pre-Algebra

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-CC Math 7

10

4 quarters

52

9,000

CA-CC Math 8

10

4 quarters

52

9,000

CA-CC Beginning Algebra

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-CC Algebra I

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-CC Algebra II

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-CC Geometry

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Financial Math

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-CC Pre-Calculus

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-CC Mathematics I

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-CC Mathematics II

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-CC Mathematics III

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Concepts in Probability/Statistics 10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Equiv
Equiv
daily instr total instr
min
minutes

Subject
Area

Course

Credits Duration

Science

CA-Environmental Science

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-Earth/Space Science

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-MS Life Science

10

4 quarters

52

9,000

CA-MS Physical Science

10

4 quarters

52

9,000

CA-Physical Science

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-Science I

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-Science II

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-Biology

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-Physics

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-Chemistry

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

IS Science

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-Biology Honors

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-Physics Honors

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-Chemistry Honors

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Equiv
Equiv
daily instr total instr
min
minutes

Subject
Area

Course

Credits Duration

Social

CA-MS World Hist & Cultures

10

4 quarters

52

9,000

Studies

CA-MS US History

10

4 quarters

52

9,000

CA-World Regional Geog

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

Political Geography

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

Human Geography

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

AP Human Geography

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-World History & Culture

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

62

CA-US History

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-Principles of Democracy

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

CA-Economics

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

Criminal Justice

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Psychology

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

AP Psychology

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Sociology

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

IS Government

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

Equiv
Equiv
daily instr total instr
min
minutes

Subject
Area

Course

Credits Duration

PE, etc

Child Development

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

PE

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Driver's Education

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

Social Emotional Learning

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Personal Health

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-Health

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

IS Driver's Ed

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

Lifetime Fitness

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

Personal Wellness

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Healthy Living

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

Equiv
Equiv
daily instr total instr
min
minutes

Subject
Area

Course

Fine Arts

Fundamentals of Drawing & Painting 10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Drawing & Painting

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

IS Music

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

IS Art

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Inro to Art

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

Art History

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

3D Art I - Modeling

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

3D Art II - Animation

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

Career

Computer Science

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

Technical

Projects in Game Design

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Personal Finance

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

Entrepreneurship

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Education Intro to Business

Credits Duration

Health Science Concepts

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

CA-Health Sci & Med Tech

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Medical Terminology

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

Career Explorations

5

2 quarters

52

4,500

Career Planning & Development

5

2 quarters

62

5,400

63

LOTE

Other

IS Careers

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Work Experience

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Learning in the Community

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Community Service

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Spanish I

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Spanish II

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

IS World Language

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Spanish III

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

AP Spanish Lang & Culture

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

GED Prep

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

HiSET Prep

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

IS College Prep

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Online Learning & Digital Citiznshp

5

2 quarters

52

4,500

Subject Area/Level

Credits Duration

Equiv
Equiv
daily instr total instr
min
minutes

Other Edgenuity Courses
English Language Arts
High School 10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Middle School 10

4 quarters

52

9,000

High School 10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Middle School 10

4 quarters

52

9,000

High School 10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Middle School 10

4 quarters

52

9,000

High School 10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Middle School 10

4 quarters

52

9,000

High School 10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Middle School 10

4 quarters

52

9,000

10

4 quarters

62

10,800

ELA 10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Mathematics 10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Social Studies 10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Science 10

4 quarters

62

10,800

ELA 10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Mathematics 10

4 quarters

62

10,800

High School 10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Science

Mathematics

World Languages

Social Studies

Advanced Placement
National Test Preparation

California Test Preparation

General Electives
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Middle School 10

4 quarters

52

9,000

High School 10

4 quarters

62

10,800

Middle School 10

4 quarters

52

9,000

High School 2.5

1 quarter

62

2,700

Middle School 2.5

1 quarter

52

2,250

CTE Electives

Social Emotional Learning

65

California

2021 Course List
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California

Ask us about our flexible,
affordable summer school options.

COURSE LIST

Math 6

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS

WORLD LANGUAGES

Math 7

Middle School

English Language Arts 6

Math 8

English Language Arts 7

Accelerated Math 7/8

Spanish 1

Spanish 2

English Language Arts 8

Grade 8 Algebra I

French 1

French 2

English Language Arts 9 a-g QM

Grade 8 Mathematics I

Chinese 1

Chinese 2

English Language Arts 9 Accelerated a-g QM

Pre-Algebra

German 1

German 2

English Language Arts 10 a-g QM

Supportive Algebra (year 1 of 2)

Latin 1

Latin 2

English Language Arts 10 Honors a-g QM

Supportive Algebra (year 2 of 2)

English Language Arts 11/American Lit a-g QM

Algebra I a-g QM

English Language Arts 11 Honors a-g QM

Algebra I Honors a-g QM

English Language Arts 12/British Lit a-g QM

Geometry a-g QM

English Language Arts 12 Honors a-g QM

Geometry Honors a-g

Expository Reading and Writing a-g QM

Algebra II a-g QM

Classic Novels and Author Studies**

Algebra II Honors a-g QM
Pre-Calculus a-g QM
Pre-Calculus Honors a-g QM

SCIENCE

Mathematics I a-g QM
MS Life Science

Mathematics I Honors a-g QM

MS Physical Science

Mathematics II a-g QM

MS Earth Science

Mathematics II Honors a-g QM

Integrated Science 6

Mathematics III

Integrated Science 7

Mathematics III Honors a-g QM

Integrated Science 8

Mathematical Analysis Honors* a-g QM

Biology

Trigonometry* a-g QM

a-g QM

Biology Honors a-g QM
Chemistry

Spanish I a-g QM
Spanish II a-g QM
Spanish III a-g
French I a-g QM
French II a-g QM
French III a-g
Chinese I
German I
Latin I a-g

Chinese II
a-g

German II a-g
Latin II a-g

SOCIAL STUDIES

a-g QM

Statistics and Probability a-g QM

a-g QM

Chemistry Honors a-g QM

MS World History and Geography:
Ancient Civilizations
MS World History and Geography:
Medieval and Early Modern Times
MS United States History and
Geography
Modern World History a-g

Chemistry in the Earth System a-g QM
Chemistry in the Earth System Honors

a-g

Earth and Space Science a-g QM
Physical Science a-g QM

Principles of American
Democracy* a-g QM
Principles of American Democracy
Honors* a-g QM
U.S. History and Geographya-g QM

Physics a-g QM
Physics Honors a-g QM
Physics in the Universe a-g
Physics in the Universe Honors a-g
The Living Earth a-g
The Living Earth Honors

High School

a-g

U.S. History and Geography
Honorsa-g QM
World History, Culture, and
Geographya-g QM
World History, Culture, and
Geography Honors a-g QM
Civics and Citizenship* •

MATHEMATICS
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: 877.7CLICKS | solutions@edgenuity.com
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California

Ask us about
Driver’s Ed Online

COURSE LIST, CONTINUED
ADVANCED PLACEMENT®
All AP courses except Computer Science Principles, English Literature and Composition,
French, and Spanish require textbooks. Textbooks are not included and can be ordered
from online booksellers.

In partnership with DriversEd.com, Edgenuity is now offering a DMVlicensed online driver’s education course for students aged 14 to 17.

GENERAL ELECTIVES
Middle School
Online Learning & Digital Citizenship*

High School

Biology† a-g
Calculus AB

a-g

Art History I a-g

Computer Science Principles• a-g

Computer Applications: Office® 2016

English Language & Composition a-g

Contemporary Health* a-g QM

English Literature & Composition a-g

Economics* a-g QM

Environmental Science a-g†

Economics Honors* a-g QM

French Language & Culture a-g

Environmental Science a-g

Human Geography a-g

Foundations of Personal Wellness

Psychology

Intro to Communications & Speech I* a-g

a-g

Spanish Language & Culture a-g

Intro to Communications & Speech II* a-g

Statistics a-g

Introduction to Computer Science

U.S. Government & Politics*
U.S. History

a-g

a-g

World History: Modern

Keyboarding and Applications*
Lifetime Fitness (semester)*

a-g

Lifetime Fitness (full-year)
Literacy and Comprehension I a-g

NATIONAL TEST PREPARATION
ACCUPLACER®
ACT WorkKeys®
ACT®
ASVAB® (Math, Verbal, Science)
GED®
HiSET®
PSAT®

Literacy and Comprehension II a-g
Linear Algebra* a-g
Psychology a-g
Sociology* a-g
Strategies for Academic Success*
Visual Arts a-g
World Regional Geography (semester)* a-g
World Regional Geography (full year) a-g

SAT®
TASC®

California Test Preparation
CAA Grade 11 Math
CAST Grade 8 Science
CAST HS Science
CHSPE Language
CHSPE Mathematics
CHSPE Reading
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California

Ask us about Edgenuity MyPath®
An award-winning intervention solution to help students
catch up, keep up, and get ahead.

COURSE LIST, CONTINUED
CTE ELECTIVES
CTE Electives can be added to concurrent or site licenses for an additional cost.

CAREER READINESS

Education, Child Development, & Family Services

Career Explorations I*

Family and Community Services* a-g

Career Explorations II*

Introduction to Careers in Education and Training* a-g

Career Explorations III*

Introduction to Consumer Services* a-g

Career Explorations

Introduction to Human Growth and Development* a-g

Career Management*

Introduction to Human Services* a-g

Career Planning and Development

Personal Care Services* a-g
Teaching and Training Careers* a-g

CAREER CLUSTERS
Agriculture & Natural Resources
Agribusiness Systems* a-g
Food Products and Processing Systems* a-g
Introduction to Agriculture, Food, & Natural Resources* a-g
Plant Systems* a-g
Power, Structural, and Technical Systems* a-g

Arts, Media, & Entertainment
Fundamentals of Digital Media* a-g
Introduction to Careers in Arts, A/V Technology, and
Communications* a-g

Building & Construction Trades
Construction Careers* a-g
Introduction to Careers in Architecture & Construction* a-g

Business & Finance

Introduction to STEM* a-g
Science and Mathematics in the Real World* a-g
Scientific Discovery and Development* a-g
Scientific Research* a-g
STEM and Problem Solving* a-g

Health Science & Medical Technology
Careers in Allied Health* a-g
Health, Safety and Ethics in the Health Environment*
Health Science Concepts a-g
Health Science & Medical Technology a-g
Introduction to Careers in the Health Sciences* a-g
Medical Terminology* a-g
Nursing: Unlimited Possibilities & Unlimited Potential* a-g†

a-g

Business Computer Information Systems
Business Law*

Engineering and Design* a-g
Engineering and Product Development* a-g

Animal Systems* a-g

Banking Services Careers*

Engineering & Architecture

a-g

Nursing Assistant† a-g
Pharmacy Technician† a-g

Financial Math a-g

Physicians, Pharmacists, Dentists, Veterinarians and Other
Doctors* a-g

Introduction to Business and Finance

Public Health: Discovering the Big Picture in Health Care* a-g

Introduction to Careers in Finance* a-g

Therapeutics: The Art of Restoring and Maintaining
Wellness* a-g

Keyboarding and Applications*
Personal Finance* a-g
Small Business Entrepreneurship a-g
Technology and Business

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: 877.7CLICKS | solutions@edgenuity.com
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California

COURSE LIST, CONTINUED
CTE ELECTIVES, CONTINUED

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING
Purpose Prep 6-12 and Look Deeper: Race run on the Edgenuity LMS and are available
at an additional cost. Purpose Prep K-5 is also available on a separate platform.

CTE Electives can be added to concurrent or site licenses for an additional cost.

Hospitality, Tourism & Recreation

Purpose Prep

Food Safety and Sanitation* a-g

Character & Leadership Development

Marketing and Sales for Tourism and Hospitality* a-g

Climate & Culture Transformation

Planning Meetings and Special Events*
Sustainable Service Management for Hospitality & Tourism* a-g
Transportation and Tours for the Traveler* a-g

Mental Health & Wellness
Personal Development

Information & Communication Technologies

Restorative Practices and Principles

Computer Science Principles •
Fundamentals of Computer Systems*

College & Career Readiness

Social & Emotional Success
a-g

Unlock Your Purpose

Fundamentals of Programming and Software Development*
Information and Communication Technology

a-g

Trauma-Informed Living

a-g

Introduction to Coding*
Introduction to Computer Science

Point Made Learning
Look Deeper: Race

Introduction to Information Technology Support & Services* a-g
Introduction to Network Systems* a-g
Microsoft® Office® Specialist
Network System Design* a-g
New Applications: Web Development in the 21st Century* a-g
Software Development Tools* a-g

Marketing, Sales, & Services
Careers in Marketing Research* a-g

Public Services
Corrections: Policies and Procedures* a-g
Fire and Emergency Services* a-g
Forensics: Using Science to Solve a Mystery* a-g
Introduction to Careers in Government and Public
Administration* a-g
Introduction to Law, Public Safety, Corrections, & Security* a-g
Law Enforcement Field Services* a-g
Legal Services* a-g
Security and Protective Services* a-g

Transportation
Careers in Logistics Planning and Management Services* a-g
Introduction to Careers in Transportation, Distribution, and
Logistics* a-g
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IX.

Learning for Life Charter School
Board Policy
BP 6153
School-Sponsored Trips
The Governing Board recognizes that school-sponsored trips are an important component of a student's
development and supplement and enrich their learning experience. School-sponsored trips may be
conducted in connection with the Charter School's course of study or school-related social, educational,
cultural, or cocurricular activities. A field trip to a foreign country is not permitted.
All school-sponsored trips shall be approved in advance by the Executive Director. Requests for schoolsponsored trips involving out-of-state, or overnight travel shall be submitted to the Executive Director or
designee, who shall review the request and make a recommendation to the Board as to whether the
request should be approved by the Board.
The Executive Director shall establish a process for approving a staff member's request to conduct a
school-sponsored trip. When planning trips, staff shall consider student safety, objectives of instruction,
the most effective use of instructional time, the distance from school, Charter School and student expense,
and transportation and supervision requirements. The Executive Director may exclude from the trip any
student whose presence on the trip would pose a safety or disciplinary risk.
No field trip shall be authorized if any student would be excluded from participation because of a lack of
sufficient funds. The Executive Director or designee shall coordinate with community groups to supply
funds for students in need.
Charter School funds shall not be used to pay student expenses for out-of-state field trips or excursions.
However, expenses of instructors, chaperones, and other personnel participating in such trips, as well as
incidental expenses for the use of Charter School equipment during the trip, may be paid from Charter
School funds.
Supervision
Students on school-sponsored trips are under the jurisdiction of the Charter School and shall be subject to
Charter School and school rules and regulations.
The Executive Director or designee shall ensure that adequate supervision is provided on all schoolsponsored trips and that there is an appropriate ratio of adults to students present on the trip. If the trip
involves water activities, this ratio shall be revised as necessary.
Parent/Guardian Permission
Before a student can participate in a school-sponsored trip, the teacher shall obtain parent/guardian
permission for the trip. Whenever a trip involves water activities, the parent/guardian shall provide
specific permission for his/her child to participate in the water activities. The Charter School shall provide
an alternative educational experience for students whose parents/guardians do not wish them to
participate in a trip. All persons making the field trip or excursion shall be deemed to have waived all
claims against the Charter School or the State of California for injury, accident, illness, or death occurring
during or by reason of the field trip or excursion. All adults taking out-of-state field trips or excursions
and all parents/guardians of students taking out-of-state field trips or excursions shall sign a statement
waiving such claims.
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Safety Issues
1. While conducting a trip, the teacher, employee, or agent of the school shall have the school's first aid
kit in his/her possession or immediately available. Whenever trips are conducted in areas known to be
infested with poisonous snakes, the first aid kit taken on the trip shall contain medically accepted
snakebite remedies. In addition, a teacher, employee, or agent of the school who has completed a first aid
course which is certified by the American Red Cross and which emphasizes the treatment of snakebites
shall participate in the trip.
2. The Charter School shall provide or make available medical and/or hospital insurance for students
injured while participating in any excursion or field trip.
3. If the Executive Director or designee receives threat level warnings from the Homeland Security
Advisory System pertaining to the destination of a school-sponsored trip, he/she shall implement
precautions necessary to protect the safety of students and staff.
4. Lifeguards are required for all swimming activities. If the activity is at a private pool, the owner of the
pool shall provide a certificate of insurance, designating the Charter School as an additional insured, for
not less than $500,000 in liability coverage. Staff shall determine supervisory responsibilities for all
chaperones.
5. Before trips of more than one day, the Executive Director or designee may hold a meeting for staff,
chaperones, parents/guardians, and students to discuss safety and the importance of safety-related rules
for the trip.
Trips Not Sponsored by Charter School
Trips planned by teachers which are open to the community, and are not school sponsored trips, are
considered private ventures. Staff entering into such ventures, do so at their own risk. The Charter School
assumes no legal or financial responsibility for non-sponsored field trips. Private ventures are not subject
to school Charter School guidelines and are the sole responsibility of the organizers. Individual staff
members engaging in a private venture not associated with a school-sponsored trip shall not use school
work time, materials, or other resources to promote, plan, organize or recruit for the private trip, except to
the extent such resources are available to community members. Participants and parents shall be provided
with a disclaimer that the trip is not sponsored or endorsed by the Charter School.
Supervision for Sponsored Trips
1. Chaperones shall be 21 years of age or older.
2. Teachers or other certificated personnel shall accompany students on all trips and shall assume
responsibility for their proper conduct.
3. Before the trip, teachers may provide any adult chaperones who may accompany the students with clear
information regard their responsibilities.
4. Chaperones shall be assigned a prescribed group of students and shall be responsible for the continuous
monitoring of these students' activities. The ratio of adult chaperons to students shall be at least one to ten
on a day field trip. On an overnight trip there shall be one chaperone per room or a minimum of one
chaperone for five students.
5. Teachers and chaperones shall not consume alcoholic beverages or use controlled substances while
accompanying and supervising students on a trip.
6. All chaperones for overnight or out of state field trips or activities, will be required to be fingerprinted.
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X.

ADA = 115.23 / 91.34%

Attendance vs Enrollment
135

130

120

8/20/2021

● Enrollment: 130
● Attendance: 126
115

110

105

202

1

100

8/4/

Student Count

125

Enrollment

Attendance
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NOTICE AND AGENDA FOR THE STRATEGIC PLANNING MEETING
for
LEARNING FOR LIFE CHARTER SCHOOL
A California Non Profit Corporation
Date TBD
8:00 AM – 4:00 PM
MBEST Center Conference Room
3180 Imjin Rd, Suite 110
Marina, CA 93933

MEETING PURPOSE: To identify the LFLCS business strategy and associated key
elements to serve as the basis for our next three-year Strategic Plan.

MEETING GOALS: Specific goals for the meeting include:
•

Overview past strategic plans to assess where we have been and (re)familiarize
ourselves with the strategic plan contents and organization.

•

Assess the political, business and community landscapes and the factors
expected in impact LFL over the next three years.

•

Assess LFL’s position and situation within that landscape to identify our overall
opportunity over the next three years and set the stage for strategy development.

•

Develop our overarching strategy and the major goals we will achieve to
implement that strategy.

•

Conduct high-level planning to identify our overall approach for implementing the
Strategic Plan.

•

Identify and agree on next steps forward.

MEETING ROLES:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alfrieda Wilkins: Secretary (Scribe)
Greg Baker: Facilitator
Board Members: Provide Strategic Leadership
Ken Lawrence-Emanuel: Operational Owner
Faculty and Staff: Present, Participate and Embrace Your Role in Strategic
Planning
Parents and Students: Participate, Provide Feedback, Share Ideas/Suggestions

GROUND RULES:
•
•
•

All comments should be on topic, constructive, and additive
No sidebar conversations please
No hogging, bogging, and frogging
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TIME

AGENDA ITEM

FACILITATOR

8:00 - 8:30

Arrival (Coffee, Tea and Water Provided)

All

8:30 - 8:45

Welcome, Introductions, Agenda Overview

Greg

8:45 – 9:15

Overview of Strategic Plans - Including Opportunity
and Strategy Statements 2014-2021

Greg

Looking Forward
9:15 – 9:35

Needs Analysis: What will students, parents and
community partners need more of, and less of,
regarding education in our area and environment?

TBD

9:35 – 9:55

Legislative Outlook: Possible trajectory of
independent and remote learning, CA political
environment, etc.

TBD

9:55 – 10:15

Local Outlook: Factors affecting LFL like
demographic trends in our area, regulations, level of
support from MPUSD and the County, local politics,
LFL reputation, etc.

TBD

10:15 – 10:30

Break

All

Assessing Our Position and Situation
10:30 – 11:00

LFL Report Card: What are our successes and areas Ken
for improvement? What do we need to stop doing,
continue doing, and do more of?

11:00 – 12:00

SWOT Analysis: Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats. Highlight the most
Impactful items in each area.

TBD

12:00 – 12:45

Lunch

All

12:45 – 1:15

Opportunity: What is our overarching opportunity?
Boil it down into a short statement.

Greg

Developing Our Strategy and Goals
1:15 – 1:45

Strategy: What is our overarching strategy?

Greg

1:45 – 2:15

Positioning: How will we differentiate ourselves from
other schools, facilitate achievement of our strategy,
and develop our desired identity?

Greg

2:15 – 2:45

Major Goals: What are the major goals toward
achieving our strategy?

TBD

2:45 – 3:00

Break

All
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Broad Brush Planning
3:00 – 3:20

Schedule: What are our areas of emphasis in Year
1, 2, and 3?

TBD

3:20 – 3:45

Implementation: What are the Track Plan topics
needed to implement our Strategic Plan?

Ken

3:45 – 4:00

Next Steps: What actions need to be taken, by whom, Greg
and by when to move the results of this session toward
completion and communication of the Strategic Plan?

4:00

Adjourn

Greg
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